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ABSTRACT 

Expanding the UConn-Eversource Outage Prediction Model to New Hampshire 

by 

Lauren E. McCarthy 

Plymouth State University, March 2019 

 

Weather conditions are often a major determinant of the severity of power outage 

events. The ability to accurately forecast weather-related outages would allow power 

companies to reduce outage times for their customers and thereby improve electrical grid 

reliability. In recent years, the Eversource Energy Center at the University of Connecticut 

has developed an outage prediction model (OPM) for Eversource service territories in 

Connecticut. The purpose of this project is to improve outage modelling capabilities for 

winter events and expand the existing OPM to New Hampshire. 

The first of three research objectives was to establish a statistical relationship 

between Eversource’s two outage reporting methods. A comparison between the current 

Outage Management System (OMS) and the older Trouble Report and Unsatisfactory 

Performance of Equipment Reports (TRUPERs) was conducted during the overlap period 

of the two datasets (2016-2017). With the exception of a few outlier events, results of the 

comparison show a high correlation (R2 = 0.9983) between the two datasets. Identifying 

major power outages from previous years will expand the OPM event catalog and 

improve model performance.  

The second objective was to complete a Weather Research and Forecasting 

(WRF) Model analysis for all New Hampshire METAR locations by comparing WRF 
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forecasted values of 18 model variables with observed values. WRF simulations were run 

for a sample of 12 rain/wind and 13 winter outage events that occurred from 2016-2017. 

The results of this analysis allowed the performance of the Plymouth State WRF model to 

be assessed and ultimately determined that this configuration of the WRF is compatible 

with the current OPM.  

Lastly, a case study analysis was performed to identify winter weather events 

where both wet snow and wind created widespread power outages. It is hypothesized that 

wet snow will have a different impact on outages compared to winter weather conditions 

involving drier, lighter snow or high winds. The two events chosen as case studies were 

9–11 December 2009 and 31 March–2 April 2017. Similar winter events will be 

considered in the future for inclusion in the OPM catalog, which will allow for improved 

model performance across a spectrum of winter conditions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. Introduction 

 Weather conditions often determine the severity of power outage events. 

Overhead power lines commonly experience damages due to high winds, thunderstorms, 

and winter precipitation. These conditions are capable of damaging the lines directly or 

by bringing trees down onto the lines. The magnitude of the outage event can also 

increase if the larger transmission lines sustain damage in addition to damage to 

electricity lines and poles at the local level (Campbell, 2013).  

The ability to accurately predict power outage events would allow power 

companies to reduce outage times for their customers, thereby improving electrical grid 

reliability. Monitoring and forecasting meteorological parameters, specifically changes in 

wind speed, wind gusts, and precipitation type, will allow the risk of power outages to be 

assessed after events and in anticipation of events.   

Recent research by the Eversource Energy Center at the University of Connecticut 

(UConn) has developed an outage prediction model (OPM) for service territories within 

Connecticut. The OPM is a statistical model that incorporates geospatial information 

about electrical lines and tree cover, outage counts from Eversource’s automated power 

outage reports known as the Outage Management System (OMS), and meteorological 

variables (Fig. 1.1). Additionally, the OPM relies heavily on numerical weather 

prediction (NWP) simulations by the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model of 

past weather events. The OPM utilizes machine learning to improve its outage forecasts, 

and thus requires a sufficient “training” catalog of past events on which to perform a 

statistical analysis. The larger the catalog of events, the better the model should perform. 
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These components, combined with WRF model forecasts for anticipated events, allows 

the OPM to predict the location and magnitude of an anticipated power outage event. The 

OPM was able to produce an accurate outage forecast for Connecticut during the 

approaching Hurricane Sandy (October 2012) and its landfall as a post-tropical storm 

with very little spatial error (Fig. 1.2). 

Wanik et al. (2015) acknowledged that power outages are a function of overhead 

power line networks and localized tree cover, in addition to weather conditions. Using an 

ensemble model that incorporates meteorological conditions, power lines, and tree cover 

is able to more accurately predict outages spatially and temporally compared to models 

using only one of these variables (Wanik et al., 2015). Efforts to improve outage 

modelling tools increased in response to several severe storms that affected the New 

England region from 2011–2012, including Tropical Storm Irene (August 2011), the 

2011 October Nor’easter, and Hurricane Sandy. Because of this, Wanik et al. (2015) 

elected to examine power outage events resulting from tropical cyclones, extratropical 

cyclones, and thunderstorms, which varied in severity and time of year that they 

occurred.  

A related study by Wanik et al. (2018) examined power outages in the 

Connecticut area following Hurricane Sandy in 2012 in addition to investigating “future 

Sandy” scenarios and their hypothetical impact on CT. Sandy caused outages to >500,000 

customers across 15,000 outage locations within the Eversource service territory. A large 

proportion of the total outages were due to winds damaging power lines or trees falling 

onto the lines. Maximum wind gusts on 29 October 2012 reached 75 mph in New London 

County, 76 mph in Fairfield County, and 85 mph in New Haven County (NWS, 2012). 
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Sustained wind speeds reached 50 mph in Groton, CT and 58 mph in Bridgeport, CT 

(Blake et al., 2013). WRF model simulations were used to calculate atmospheric 

variables and used to force three machine-learning models, whereas infrastructure and 

land use variables were treated as constants (Wanik et al., 2018). Additionally, Wanik et 

al. (2018) used an analysis technique adapted from Lackmann (2015) to simulate future 

storms similar to Sandy assuming pseudo-global-warming. It was found that under these 

warmer future conditions, similar storms would result in a 42–64% increase in 

Connecticut power outages (Wanik et al., 2018). 

In addition to tropical storms, extratropical storms during the winter months are 

also capable of producing major outages. Most of the previous work on outage prediction 

modelling by the University of Connecticut has focused on rain/wind events, and will 

now be expanded to winter events. Winter storms are particularly impactful when there is 

a change of precipitation type involved or mixed precipitation, resulting in heavy, wet 

snow or icing/glaze. Bendel and Paton (1981) investigated the relationship between 

severe ice storms, specifically those that produced glaze, and electricity transmission. The 

economic impact from an icing event is dependent on the spatial extent of the storm, 

amount of radial ice accumulation, storm duration, and wind speed (Bendel and Paton, 

1981). The authors also acknowledge that ice storm impacts on the power industry are 

sustained directly through damage to power lines and transmission towers, as well as 

indirectly through lost revenues. It was ultimately proposed that a standardized 

classification scheme for ice storms would aid the assessment of impacts on the electrical 

transmission network. Wet snow also provides a major additional source of mechanical 

loading onto power lines, cables, poles, and communication towers. Partially melted 
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snow accretes well to electrical lines and conductors due to its strong adhesive forces, 

often forming a cylindrical casing or “sleeve” (Admirat, 2008; Kringlebotn Nygaard, 

2013). The ratio of liquid water to dry snow crystals will determine how sticky the snow 

is and how efficiently the snow will accrete, thus determining the chances that electrical 

infrastructure will sustain damage (Kringlebotn Nygaard, 2013). 

There is room for improvement in power outage modelling capabilities for 

electric utilities during freezing rain events. Between 1998 and 2002, several ice storms 

occurred over the eastern United States, resulting in millions of outages and >$1 billion 

in economic damages (DeGaetano et al., 2008). The authors of this study utilized the 

WRF model in combination with a separate precipitation-type algorithm to identify 

freezing rain events. During these events, an ice accretion model was applied to produce 

radial ice thickness estimates. It was found that ice accretion forecasts were consistently 

lower than actual maximum ice accretion measurements. The accuracy of ice accretion 

forecasts will ultimately determine how effectively a power company is able to plan for 

and respond to an outage event.  

The impact of wet snow and icing on outage severity is particularly relevant for 

New Hampshire. Between the years of 1976 to 1990, the Northeast United States 

recorded the highest frequency of severe ice storms, in addition to the highest frequency 

of freezing precipitation and ice pellets combined (Cortinas et al., 2004). The median 

number of freezing rain days is >7 per year for the Northeast. This regional trend remains 

apparent as recently as 2016, with locations across the region recording a median of 10–

30 hours of freezing rain annually (McCray et al., 2017; Fig. 1.3). 
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Previous studies have shown that freezing rain results in the most extensive 

damage to power lines. Call (2010) examined 9 major ice storms between the years of 

1886 and 2000 from a historical and social perspective. This study deemed that the 

impacts of ice storms on the power grid were more severe compared to other social 

impacts, such as disruption of transportation services. Damaged power lines and outages 

often persist several weeks after the meteorological event that caused the damages. 

The 11–12 December 2008 ice storm in New Hampshire prompted an extensive 

review by Jones et al. (2009) on behalf of the Cold Regions Research and Engineering 

Laboratory and NEI Electric Power Engineering for the New Hampshire Public Utilities 

Commission due to the duration and spatial extent of the outages it produced. Freezing 

rain arrived to western-southwestern regions of New Hampshire during the morning 

hours on 11 December, whereas northern New Hampshire did not see freezing rain until 

the morning of 12 December. Many airports across the state reported rain and ice pellets 

in addition to freezing rain. While total accumulated precipitation values were higher in 

southern New England (Fig. 1.4), the “ice storm footprint”, or areas that experienced the 

most ice- and wind-caused damage to trees, power lines, and communication towers, 

extended across the southern region of New Hampshire (Fig. 1.5). The ice storm footprint 

was determined subjectively using local newspaper reports (Jones et al., 2009). By the 

end of this event, Eversource (formerly Public Service of NH), Unitil, NH Electric Coop, 

and National Grid combined had 440,000 customers lose power. 

To quantify the magnitude of the ice storm, Jones et al. (2009) used the equivalent 

radial glaze ice thickness (Req). Req is a standardized metric based on wire diameter and 

can be used to calculate the weight of ice per unit length (W). In this study, Req was 
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estimated using the “simple ice accretion model” with hourly weather data and by using 

freezing rain sensors combined with one-minute Automated Surface Observing System 

(ASOS) data. Between both of these methods, the areas with the largest calculated Req 

values were Manchester, NH (KMHT) (13.2 mm) and Jaffrey, NH (KAFN) (9.8 mm). 

Jones et al. (2009) attributes the magnitude of this outage event to extensive tree cover as 

well as the duration and expanse of the storm. The authors also categorized the winds 

during this storm as “low to moderate”, and concluded that winds causing additional 

damage to ice-covered trees and power lines were not a major factor for this particular 

event. 

The purpose of this thesis is to improve power outage modelling capabilities and 

forecasting for New Hampshire, with a specific focus on snow and ice storms, by 

expanding upon the UConn OPM. By examining both recent and archived outage 

datasets, additional major outage events can be identified, thereby expanding the OPM 

event catalog and improving model performance. Chapter two of this thesis outlines the 

process of comparing OMS outages with historic outages from the Eversource Trouble 

Report and Unsatisfactory Performance of Equipment Reports (TRUPER) dataset and 

then summarizes the correlation between the two. Since only OMS outages are 

incorporated into the OPM, finding an "OMS-equivalent" outage count from TRUPER 

outage counts will allow older events to be added to the event catalog. In chapter 

three, output values of all OPM variables from the Plymouth State University (PSU) 

WRF model were compared to observed values at METAR stations in order to evaluate 

model performance. A statistical analysis was then performed on the results, and values 

were compared to a similar WRF analysis performed on the UConn WRF model. In 
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chapter four, two winter case studies involving wet snow will be examined further to 

determine if these outage events were a result of winter precipitation or high winds. 

Chapter five provides an overall summary of the project, along with possible sources of 

error and future directions for research.  
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a)  

 

 

b) 

 

 

Fig. 1.2. (a) Predicted outages from the UConn-Eversource OPM vs. (b) actual observed 
outages by town following Hurricane Sandy. TS counts indicate “trouble spots” (adapted 
from Eversource Energy Center, 2018). 
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Fig. 1.3. Climatological frequency of freezing rain events (from McCray et al., 2017). 
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Fig. 1.4. Total accumulated precipitation (water equivalent, inches) from 11–12  
December 2008 (from Jones et al., 2009). 
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Fig. 1.5. Region deemed most affected by storm-related power outages during the 
December 2008 ice storm, known as the “ice storm footprint” (from Jones et al., 2009). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. TRUPER-OMS Comparison 

This chapter describes the OMS and TRUPERs, Eversource’s two outage 

reporting methods. The following subsections describe each dataset and the methods used 

in the analysis, in addition to the results of the comparison. The purpose of examining the 

older TRUPER data was to identify potential outage events to add to the existing catalog 

of events for New Hampshire, which currently only includes weather-related outage 

events from 2016 and later. TRUPER data from prior to 2016 would be examined 

specifically for power outage events due to wind and summer thunderstorms, wet snow, 

and icing. The chosen events will be considered for incorporation into the statistical 

portion of the OPM. 

a. Data and methodology  

The initial stages of this analysis relied heavily on records of individual outage 

events known as TRUPERs. Prior to 2016, TRUPERs were the main method used to 

record power outages within Eversource service territories. A field crew reporting to the 

site of an outage made note of the location of the outage, the start time of the outage, 

when the outage was restored, the duration of the outage, and the cause of the outage, 

along with additional notes and remarks to create a TRUPER entry. The Microsoft 

Access database containing the TRUPER dataset ranges from 1996–2017.  

Daily TRUPER records allowed the most severe power outage events to be 

identified. Using RStudio, daily TRUPER counts were calculated for a subset of the 

TRUPER dataset spanning from 2006–2015, where each count refers to the number of 

TRUPERS recorded during a 24-hour period beginning at 12:00 AM EST. For this time 

period, days with ≥94 TRUPERs were extracted. This threshold represents the 95th 
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percentile of daily TRUPER counts. The 186 days chosen are potential outage events due 

to the high number of TRUPERs reported. Most consecutive days where outages 

exceeded the threshold were considered to be part of the same event, resulting in a total 

of 143 events.  

It was necessary to determine the dominant daily weather conditions for the 95th 

percentile of TRUPER counts in order to classify each event as a rain/wind event or a 

winter event. Daily weather conditions were determined using the National Centers for 

Environmental Information (NCEI) Daily Summaries dataset 

(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/search). Meteorological parameters included in this 

dataset are maximum temperature, minimum temperature, average temperature, average 

wind speed, peak gust time, fastest 2-minute wind speed, fastest 5-minute wind speed, 

recorded precipitation, recorded snowfall, and several additional weather parameters, 

including fog, thunder, sleet, hail, rime, and freezing rain. A sample of ten stations in 

New Hampshire was used to examine the general, state-wide weather conditions for each 

outage event (Table 2.1). Of the 143 identified events, 121 are rain/wind events and 22 

are winter events. 

For each event in the 95th percentile of TRUPER counts, a potential simulation 

period was determined based on the peak gust time variable from the NCEI Daily 

Summaries. WRF simulations of these events will be run for the specified simulation 

period if necessary and incorporated into the OPM catalog of outage events. The duration 

of WRF simulations is 48 hours for extratropical storms, tropical storms, and winter 

storms and 36 hours for thunderstorms. The simulation window begins 12–24 hours prior 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/search
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to the peak gust time. Refer to Appendix A (Table A1) for the complete list of events 

with corresponding simulation periods. 

A similar process was performed for outage events between 2016 and 2017. In 

2016, Eversource established the OMS, an automated outage reporting system that 

produces a daily outage count and does not require a full written report from a field crew 

at the site of the outage. The aim of this phase of the project was to compare TRUPER 

outages and OMS outages from 2016–2017 and determine a relationship between the two 

reporting methods. If a relationship can be established via a regression analysis, it can be 

applied to events prior to 2016 when the OMS was not available. OMS outage events are 

a key data source used to build the statistical model within the OPM, and establishing 

OMS-equivalent outages for events prior to 2016 would allow these older events to be 

incorporated into the OPM. The OPM can then be recalibrated using a larger catalog of 

events, which will theoretically improve the model’s ability to forecast outage events of 

varying magnitudes. 

UConn provided a list of selected outage events from 2016–2017 to be used in 

this analysis (Table A2). The NCEI Daily Summaries dataset was used to determine the 

dominant weather conditions for each of the events. An “R” script used to compute the 

daily TRUPER count for 2006–2015 was also run for these selected events. In order to 

perform a comprehensive review of the consistency between TRUPER and OMS outage 

counts, a regression analysis was completed for first day outages, second day outages, 

and total event outages. Each of these outage counts were also computed separately for 

rain/wind events, winter events, and all events. First day outages were computed for a 24-

hour period (12:00 AM to 11:59 PM EST) beginning on the day specified by “event start 
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time” for each event. Second day outages were computed for the following 24-hour 

period. For particularly severe outage events, daily outages were summed over more than 

two days in order to capture the full magnitude of the storm’s influence on outages. For 

example, the “Pi Day Storm” beginning on 13 March 2017 was deemed to have 3 total 

outage days, so daily outage counts were summed from 13 to 15 March 2017 to calculate 

total event outages. Correlation strength is assessed based on three groups of R-squared 

values. An R-squared value between 0.00 and 0.30 is considered a “weak” correlation, 

between 0.31 and 0.70 is considered a “moderate” correlation, and between 0.71 and 1.00 

is considered a “strong” correlation.  

b. Comparison results 

Overall, general weather conditions on the day of each outage event in the 2016–

2017 dataset corresponded with the assigned event type. There were a few exceptions 

when winter precipitation types (glaze/rime, sleet, and/or snow) were observed at one or 

more of the 10 METAR stations during an event classified as rain/wind (Table 2.2). For 

an event to be considered a winter event, a minimum of 25 mm of snow needs to be 

recorded at a given location. 

In terms of total outages, the TRUPER outage count and the OMS outage count 

displayed a direct relationship (Fig. 2.1). Data from the 29 October 2017 rain/wind event 

was removed from the analysis, despite having little negative effect on the R-squared 

value (Fig. 2.2). The total event outages from this event are approximately one order of 

magnitude greater than the average total outage count for all other events. Including this 

event in the analysis shifts the line of best fit farther above the y = x line, indicating 

TRUPER counts that exceed OMS counts by hundreds of outages (3,594 OMS vs. 4,032 
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TRUPERs). However, this does not reflect the overall trend. Therefore, removing the 29 

October 2017 event was deemed appropriate for regression analyses where the event was 

a clear outlier.   

First and second day TRUPER and OMS outage counts were also examined 

separately to determine if there were any differences in the timing of outage reports. The 

same strong correlation observed for the total event outages was maintained for the first 

(Fig. 2.3) and second day outages (Fig. 2.4). Again, the 29 October 2017 event was 

removed from the second day outage counts due to the relatively large magnitude of 

outages (2,283 OMS vs. 2,421 TRUPERs). Overall, the timing of outage reports obtained 

via the TRUPER method and the OMS method is similar.  

The regression analyses were also separated into total outages for rain/wind 

events and winter events. R-squared values and line of best-fit equations for both types of 

events closely resembled those for total outages for all events combined. TRUPER counts 

and OMS counts for rain/wind events displayed a strong correlation (R2 = 0.9922), as did 

the outage counts for winter events (R2 = 0.9998). 

Lastly, rain/wind events and winter events were both analyzed in terms of first 

and second day outages in order to observe differences in the timing of outage reports 

across different types of events. First day (Fig. 2.5) and second day (Fig. 2.6) outages for 

rain/wind events revealed a strong correlation between TRUPER and OMS datasets. For 

winter events, the TRUPER-OMS correlation was also strong for both first day (Fig. 2.7) 

and second day (Fig. 2.8) outages. The analysis of winter events was forced to rely on a 

relatively smaller sample size (n = 15) compared to rain/wind events (n = 54). 
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In general, the correlation between TRUPER counts and OMS counts is strong, 

but the two datasets were not identical. For all comparisons discussed previously, the 

majority of data points were located above the y = x trendline, indicating TRUPER 

counts that exceed OMS counts. This may be attributed to the way each reporting method 

records power outages. TRUPERs require a human-issued report, whereas the OMS is 

automated.  

c. Additional potential events 

The TRUPER dataset also suggested that several additional events, most 

involving thunderstorms, could be included in the given list of events from 2016–2017 

(Table 2.3). These are events where the daily TRUPER count exceeded 200 outages over 

a 24-hour period beginning at 12:00 AM EST. The event type was determined based on 

NCEI Daily Summaries dataset. Due to their large number of outages, these events may 

be added to the existing catalog of events currently utilized in the OPM.  
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Table 2.1. Airport locations used to determine state-wide weather conditions for outage 
events identified in the TRUPER dataset prior to 2016. 

Station Station ID Location Name Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) 

USW00014710 KMHT 
Manchester Airport, NH 

US 42.93 71.44 

USW00014745 KCON 
Concord Municipal 

Airport, NH US 43.21 71.50 
USC00273488 GHNN3 Gorham Airport, NH US 44.39 71.20 

USW00054728 KHIE 

Whitefield Mt. 
Washington Regional 

Airport, NH US 44.37 71.55 

USW00054791 KDAW 
Rochester Skyhaven 

Airport, NH US 43.28 70.92 

USW00054770 KAFN 

Jaffrey Municipal 
Airport Silver Ranch, 

NH US 42.81 72.00 

USW00054772 KIZG 
Fryeburg Eastern Slopes 

Regl Airport, ME US 43.99 70.95 

USW00094700 KBML 
Berlin Municipal 
Airport, NH US 44.58 71.18 

USW00054740 KVSF 
Springfield Hartness 
State Airport, VT US 43.34 72.52 

USW00094765 KLEB 
Lebanon Municipal 

Airport, NH US 43.626 72.305 
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Table 2.2. 2016–2017 rain/wind outage events where non-liquid precipitation types were 
reported in the NCEI Daily Summaries. 

Event 
Date/Time 

Simulation Start 
Date/Time 

Event 
Type 

NCEI Data Snow 

2016-02-16-00 
 

2016-02-15-12 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Sleet, glaze/rime, 
snow reported 

2/15–2/16 

2/15 KMHT: 2.2” 
KCON: 2.7” 

2/16 KMHT: 0.2” 
KCON: 0.4” 

2016-02-23-00 
 

2016-02-22-12 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Snow reported 
2/23; Sleet, 

glaze/rime, snow 
reported 2/24 

2/23 KMHT: 0.1” 
2/24 KMHT: 0.7” 

KCON: 0.9” 

2016-10-27-06 
 

2016-10-26-18 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Glaze/rime 
reported in KVSF 

10/27–10/28 

None 

2016-12-25-00 
 

2016-12-24-12 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Sleet reported in 
KMHT 12/24; 

Glaze/rime 
reported at 
KMHT and 
KVSF 12/26 

None 

2016-12-27-00 
 

2016-12-26-12 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Glaze/rime 
reported at 

KMHT & KVSF 
12/26 

None 

2017-01-05-00 
 

2017-01-04-12 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Snow reported 
1/5–1/6 

1/5 KCON: 0.2” 
1/6 KCON: 0.2” 

2017-01-11-00 
 

2017-01-10-12 
 

Rain/Wind 
 

Snow, glaze/rime 
reported at 

KMHT 1/10; 
Snow reported 

AT KCON 1/10 

1/10 KMHT: 0.2” 

KCON: 0.2” 
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Table 2.3. Outage events with daily TRUPER count exceeding 200 not included in 
original list of events from 2016–2017. 
 
Date TRUPER Count General Weather Conditions Event Type 
18 Jul 2016 222 Thunderstorms, high winds Rain/Wind 
23 Jul 2016 523 Thunderstorms, high winds Rain/Wind 
24 Jul 2016 239 Residual outages* -- 
11 Sep 2016 274 Thunderstorms, high winds Rain/Wind 
23 Oct 2016 219 Rain, high winds Rain/Wind 
2 Mar 2017 598 Rain/snow, high winds Rain/Wind 
 

* Residual outages are assumed when no outage-producing weather conditions occurred 
on the day following an event that produces outages above the 200 TRUPER threshold. 
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Fig. 2.1. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS total event outage counts for all events. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS total event outage counts for all events 
(excluding 29 October 2017). 
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Fig. 2.3. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS first day outage counts for all events. 

  

 

Fig. 2.4. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS second day outage counts for all events. 
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Fig. 2.5. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS first day outage counts for rain/wind events. 
 

 

Fig. 2.6. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS second day outage counts for rain/wind 
events. 
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Fig. 2.7. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS first day outage counts for winter events. 

 

 

Fig. 2.8. Comparison of TRUPER vs. OMS second day outage counts for winter events. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model Analysis 

This chapter includes an overview of the WRF Model and a description of its role 

in this research. The chapter also includes descriptions of the 18 OPM model variables 

and how each variable was computed using the information from the WRF and METAR 

datasets. These variables were determined to produce the best statistical prediction of 

outages in the UConn-Eversource OPM for rain/wind events. The purpose of this stage of 

the project is to evaluate how the PSU WRF configuration performed in its prediction of 

the 18 OPM variables. UConn performed a similar analysis. A comparison of both the 

PSU and the UConn versions of the WRF will determine if the PSU version is compatible 

with the current OPM. 

a. Overview 

The WRF model is a NWP system used for research and operational purposes 

(Skamarock et al., 2008). The model is capable of performing numerical simulations 

based on both analysis and forecast datasets. The WRF model is one of the most widely 

used mesoscale forecast models due to its accessibility and efficiency. 

The numerical simulations necessary for this study were run using WRF version 

3.9.1 with the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) dynamical solver (Wang et al., 2017). 

An essential function of the WRF is its ability to interpolate data of different formats, 

which is the main role of the WRF Preprocessing System (WPS) and its subprograms. 

The WPS prepares external data sources (e.g. meteorological and geographical data) and 

interpolates them onto the user-specified domain into a format that is useable by the 

WRF. The “GEOGRID” program is used to define the domain and the “UNGRIB” 
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program processes meteorological input and translates the data into a simpler format 

known as intermediate format (Wang et al., 2017). The “METGRID” program uses the 

reformatted meteorological data from “UNGRIB” and interpolates it onto the domain 

specified by the “GEOGRID” program (Fig. 3.1). 

All WRF simulations were initialized using the six-hour NCEP-GFS analysis 

dataset with horizontal grid spacing of 0.5° latitude × 0.5° longitude acquired from the 

NOAA Operational Model Archive and Distribution System (NOMADS). The NCEP-

GFS analysis dataset with 1° latitude × 1° longitude horizontal grid spacing was used for 

select events when the 0.5° × 0.5° was unavailable. To ensure adequate vertical 

resolution, the WRF model defined pressure levels every 25 mb for 1000–700 mb, every 

50 mb for 700–200 mb, and every 25 mb for 200–100 mb. 

The PSU version of the WRF utilizes a triple-nested domain. The outermost 

domain is centered on the eastern U.S. with 27-km horizontal grid spacing, the middle 

domain is centered on the Northeast with 9-km horizontal grid spacing, and the innermost 

domain is centered on New England with 3-km horizontal grid spacing (Cordeira, 2018). 

The innermost domain covers all Eversource service territories in New Hampshire, 

Massachusetts, and Connecticut (Fig. 3.2). The UConn version of the WRF is also 

capable of running simulations on a triple-nested domain. For this study, the UConn 

simulations were run using WRF 3.8.1 initialized with NAM-12 km, thus using a grid 

spacing of 4 km (Fig. 3.3). The grid is centered on NH with east-west, north-south grid 

dimensions of 175 × 172, respectively. 

Parameterization schemes were chosen according to the needs of the study and 

were kept as consistent as possible between PSU and UConn versions of the WRF. The 
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GFS radiation scheme “RRTMG” was used for short wave and long wave radiation, the 

Noah land-surface model was used for surface processes, the Yonsei University (YSU) 

scheme was used for boundary layer processes, and the Thompson graupel scheme was 

used for microphysical processes.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: sections b, c, d, e, and f 

discuss the WRF and METAR datasets used in this analysis, the results of the WRF 

analysis by variable, the results of the statistical analysis of the PSU-UConn WRF 

comparison, a sample of OPM variable regression analyses for all events noting and 

discussing outage count terciles, and the chapter summary, respectively. Section c is 

divided into five subsections (1-5) grouping similar OPM variables together and 

discussing WRF model performance for each variable. 
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Fig. 3.1. Flow diagram of the WPS, including data sources and subprograms. Figure 
adapted from Wang et al. (2017). 
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Fig. 3.2. Triple-nested domain configuration of the PSU WRF (Cordeira, 2018). 

 

3 km 

9 km 

27 km 
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Fig. 3.3. Grid structure used for UConn WRF simulations. Image provided by Michael 
Walters. 
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b. WRF output and METAR datasets 

WRF simulations were run for 12 rain/wind events and 13 winter events (Table 

3.1). The chosen events encompass a range of power outage severities and serve as a 

representative sample of the types of weather events that produce outages in the New 

Hampshire region. The 18 output variables (Table 3.2) for each event were calculated for 

13 airport locations in New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine (Table 3.3). The duration of 

the WRF simulation is dependent on the type of storm that caused the outage event. 

UConn has defined the simulation period as 48 hours for extratropical storms, tropical 

storms, and winter storms. The simulation period will begin between 12 and 24 hours 

before the peak wind time of the storm.  

An NCAR Command Language (NCL) script was used to extract the information 

needed from the WRF to calculate each variable. This script was run in conjunction with 

a shell script that allows for user input of dates and coordinates. For all events, variables 

involving a “maximum value” were determined over the duration of the simulation 

according to their use in the power outage model. The “mean wind at 10 m” 

(MeanWind10m) variable was determined by calculating the maximum 4-hour running 

mean value over the duration of the simulation. The 4-hour window during which the 

maximum mean wind speed at 10 m occurs is the same time period then used to calculate 

the other “mean” variables (e.g. MeanGust, MeanPreRate, and MeanTemp). The three 

“duration of wind” variables, abbreviated Wgt, are a sum of the hours when wind speeds 

exceed a specified threshold during the duration of the simulation period. The “duration 

of wind gust” variables, abbreviated Ggt, were calculated using the same method as the 

Wgt variables but for hourly wind gust values as opposed to hourly sustained wind 
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speeds. The “continuous duration of wind” variables, abbreviated Cowgt, are a sum of the 

maximum number of consecutive hours where the hourly wind speeds exceeded a 

specified threshold during the duration of the simulation period.  

Information for 16 of the variables was available directly from the WRF output 

files. The remaining two variables, MaxGust and MeanGust, required further 

manipulation. Following the method of Rosumalski (2009), the maximum wind gust was 

derived from the difference between the wind speed at 10 m (MaxWind10m) and the 

wind speed at the height of the planetary boundary layer (PBL). MaxGust is ultimately 

calculated as the sum of this difference and the surface wind speed. Using this 

information, the MeanGust variable can be calculated by averaging the wind gust values 

over the 4-hour period identified by the MeanWind10m variable.  

The second component of this comparison was to calculate values for each of the 

18 variables using METAR values. Several of the variables were available directly from 

the hourly METAR reports, whereas others required additional manipulation. All wind 

variables were calculated using the methods previously described. The maximum specific 

humidity calculations utilized hourly temperature, hourly dew point temperature, station 

elevation, and altimeter setting values from the METAR reports, which were further 

manipulated to calculate latent heat of vaporization (lv), vapor pressure (e), station 

pressure (p), and mixing ratio (w) values. The equation for lv is given by: 

𝑙𝑣 = 𝑙𝑣0 − (2369𝑇𝐶)                                                   (1) 

where lv0 is the value of lv at 0°C (2.5008 x 106 J kg‒1) and Tc is the temperature [°C] 

(Miller, 2015).  

The equation for vapor pressure is given by the Classius-Clapeyron equation: 
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where e0 is the reference pressure (611.12 Pa), Rv is the individual gas constant for water 

vapor (461.2 J kg‒1 K‒1), T0 is the reference temperature (273.16 K), Td is the in situ dew 

point [K], c is the specific heat of liquid water at 0°C (4215 J kg‒1 K‒1), and 𝑐𝑝
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑣𝑣 is the 

specific heat of water vapor at constant pressure (1844.8 J kg‒1 K‒1) (Miller, 2015). The 

equation for station pressure is given by: 

𝑒 = 𝑒𝑣 ∙ �
(288−0.0065∙ℎ)

288
�
5.2561

     (3) 

where pa is the altimeter setting [in Hg] and h is the station elevation [m] (Brice and Hall, 

2018). The equation for mixing ratio is given by: 

𝑤 = 𝑒𝑒
𝑝−𝑒

            (4) 

where e is the vapor pressure [Pa] and 𝜀 is the ratio of the molar mass of vapor to the 

molar mass of dry air (0.622) (Miller, 2015). The equation for specific humidity is given 

by: 

𝑞 = 𝑒𝑒
𝑝−(1−𝑒)𝑒

                                                            (5) 
  

Three additional OPM variables originally included in the analysis have been 

removed because values could not be calculated using information from the METAR 

reports. These variables were maximum soil moisture, mean soil moisture, and absolute 

vorticity.  

The WRF–METAR comparison involved a statistical comparison between WRF 

simulated values and observed METAR values. Equations 6–9 show the statistical 

metrics used in this analysis.  
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𝑀𝑒𝑀𝑀 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑙𝐴𝐴𝑒 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐸 = 1
𝑁
∑ |𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖 − 𝑀𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑊𝑖|𝑁
𝑖=1    (6) 

𝑀𝑒𝑀𝑀 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝐴 =  1
𝑁
∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖 − 𝑀𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑁
𝑖=1     (7) 

 𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑀𝑒𝑀𝑀 𝑆𝑞𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑒 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐸 (𝑊𝑀𝑆𝐸) =  �1
𝑁
∑ (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖 − 𝑀𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑊𝑖)2𝑁
𝑖=1          (8) 

𝐶𝑒𝑀𝐴𝑒𝐸𝑒𝐶 𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑀𝑒𝑀𝑀 𝑆𝑞𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑒 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐸 (𝐶𝑊𝑀𝑆𝐸) =  √𝑊𝑀𝑆𝐸2 − 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝐴2  (9) 

 

Additionally, a linear regression analysis of each variable pair (WRF vs. 

METAR) is conducted. From this, the coefficient of determination (R2) and regression 

equation were determined for each variable for all events. The strength of the correlation 

was assessed as weak (R2 = 0.00–0.30), moderate (R2 = 0.31–0.70), or strong (R2 = 0.71–

1.00). Statistical values for all events were compiled and analyzed in Microsoft Excel. 

The geographical distribution of errors (mean bias and RMSE) were plotted for each 

station using Esri ArcMap 10.4.1 to determine spatial trends. 
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Table 3.1. Selected events for the initial WRF analysis. Start dates are written in the form 
YYYY-MM-DD-HH, where the hour is in UTC.  
 

Rain/Wind Events 
Event Start Date 

Winter Events 
Event Start Date 

2016-03-17-06 2016-01-10-06 
2016-09-07-06 2016-01-12-12 
2016-10-27-06 2016-04-02-00 
2016-11-11-12 2016-12-28-12 
2017-04-10-12 2017-03-13-06 
2017-05-13-06 2017-03-30-12 
2017-09-20-12 2017-12-08-18 
2017-10-24-00 2017-12-22-12 
2017-10-29-12 2018-01-16-06 
2017-11-10-00 2018-01-22-12 
2017-11-19-00 2018-02-17-06 
2017-12-05-00 2018-03-01-18 

 2018-03-06-12 
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Table 3.2. Output variables produced from each WRF simulation (Wanik et al., 2018). 

Variable Description Units 
MaxWind10m Maximum wind speed at 10 m m s‒1 

MeanWind10m Mean wind speed at 10 m m s‒1 
MaxGust Maximum wind gust at 10 m m s‒1 
MeanGust Mean wind gust at 10 m m s‒1 

Wgt5 Duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 hr 
Wgt9 Duration of wind at 10 m above 9 m s‒1 hr 
Wgt13 Duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 hr 
Cowgt5 Continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 hr 
Cowgt9 Continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 9 m s‒1 hr 
Cowgt13 Continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 hr 

Ggt13 Duration of wind gust at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 hr 
Ggt17 Duration of wind gust at 10 m above 17 m s‒1 hr 

MaxTotPrec Total precipitation mm 
MaxPreRate Maximum precipitation rate mm hr‒1 

MeanPreRate Mean precipitation rate mm hr‒1 
MaxSpecHum Maximum specific humidity g g‒1 

MaxTemp Maximum temperature K 
MeanTemp Mean temperature K 
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Table 3.3. Stations from which hourly METAR data was collected and used for variable 
calculation. 
 

Station Location Station Identifier Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) 
Berlin, NH KBML 44.5761 71.1786 

Concord, NH KCON 43.1216 71.3014 
Fryeburg, ME KIZG 43.9906 70.9475 
Jaffrey, NH KAFN 42.8050 72.0036 
Laconia, NH KLCI 43.5667 71.4167 
Lebanon, NH KLEB 43.6264 72.3047 

Manchester, NH KMHT 42.9328 71.4358 
Mt. Washington, NH KMWN 44.2709 71.3034 

Nashua, NH KASH 42.7798 71.5141 
Plymouth, NH K1P1 43.7771 71.7560 

Portsmouth, NH KPSM 43.0833 70.8167 
Rochester, NH KDAW 43.2781 70.9222 
Springfield, VT KVSF 43.3436 72.5178 
Whitefield, NH KHIE 44.3675 71.5450 
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c. WRF analysis results 

The following section will present the results of the comparison between WRF 

simulated values and METAR observations for each of the 18 OPM variables. The results 

are grouped based on similarities between the variables, and variables measured in the 

same units are presented together in order to maintain consistency in the comparison. 

Complete statistical analyses for all 18 variables are not included in this chapter, but can 

be found in Appendix B. 

1) WINDS 

The results of the WRF–METAR comparison for MaxWind10m, MeanWind10m, 

MaxGust, and MeanGust suggest several similarities between the variables. These four 

variables are measured in m s‒1, which enables them to be compared directly.  Scatter 

plots with linear regression analyses of the forecast vs. observed values for each of the 

variables are shown in Figs. 3.4–3.7. For all variables, Mt. Washington was a statistical 

outlier and was therefore removed from the regression analysis. Mt. Washington data 

points are plotted on each of the regression figures, but the values have been excluded 

from statistical calculations. The WRF model had difficulty resolving weather conditions 

on Mt. Washington because the corresponding grid box has a lower elevation than that of 

the mountain (6,288’ ASL). As a result, the WRF consistently simulated warmer 

temperatures and lower winds than what was observed. For the duration of this chapter, 

Mt. Washington is considered an exception and conclusions made about statewide trends 

therefore do not apply to it.  

Based on R-squared values, the WRF output values and METAR values of 

MaxWind10m are moderately correlated for rain/wind events (R2 = 0.454), winter events 
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(R2 = 0.377), and all events (R2 = 0.394) (Fig. 3.4). The correlation improved slightly for 

MeanWind10m compared to MaxWind10m, but still fell within the “moderate” range. 

Regression analyses yielded R-squared values of 0.481 for rain/wind events, 0.453 for 

winter events, and 0.440 for all events (Fig. 3.5). These values indicate that WRF and 

METAR values of MeanWind10m are more highly correlated compared to 

MaxWind10m values. For the two wind gust variables, the correlation weakened slightly. 

Regression analyses revealed a weak-moderate strength relationship for MaxGust. 

Rain/wind events showed the strongest relationship (R2 = 0.322) for this variable, while 

winter events and all events both displayed R-squared values of ~0.295 (Fig. 3.6). There 

is a cluster of values on the regression analysis for rain/wind events from 29 October 

2017 that the WRF over-forecasted by 10–20 m s‒1. All regression analyses for the 

MeanGust variable fell within the “weak” range (Fig. 3.7).  

A y = x trendline is plotted on each regression graph, which allows an over- or 

under-forecasting trend to be identified graphically. All four of the wind variables 

previously discussed display a general over-forecasting trend for rain/wind events, winter 

events, and all events. Winter events appear to have more values with a positive bias 

compared to rain/wind events. However, when bias statistics were computed by station, 

MaxWind10m and MeanWind10m displayed a few exceptions to this trend.  

Overall, MaxWind10m values displayed a positive bias of less than 4 m s‒1 across 

NH, but a cluster of negative bias values appears near southeastern. These stations were 

Nashua (‒0.146 m s‒1), Manchester (‒0.567 m s‒1), and Portsmouth (‒0.581 m s‒1) (Fig. 

3.8a). MeanWind10m had a similar spatial trend. Manchester and Portsmouth were the 

only underforecasted stations, yielding bias values of ‒0.282 m s‒1 and ‒0.097 m s‒1, 
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respectively (Fig. 3.9a). RMSE values ranged from 2.257 m s‒1 and 3.065 m s‒1 for 

MaxWind10m (Fig. 3.8b) and 1.437 m s‒1 and 3.152 m s‒1 for MeanWind10m (Fig. 3.9b) 

across the sampled stations. The exception to this trend was Jaffrey Airport, which had an 

RMSE of 4.347 m s‒1 for MaxWind10m and 3.954 m s‒1 for MeanWind10m. Jaffrey had 

the largest mean bias and RMSE values relative to the other stations (Fig. 3.10 & 3.11). 

To emphasize the similarities and differences between the exact values of mean bias, 

RMSE, and CRMSE, Mt. Washington was removed from Fig. 3.10, as well as from all 

subsequent bar charts. 

MaxGust and MeanGust displayed positive bias values for all locations, 

indicating that the forecasted value for both variables exceeded the observed value. For 

MaxGust, bias values ranged from ~3.7 m s‒1 to 6.2 m s‒1 (Fig. 3.12a). No particular 

spatial pattern emerged with the lowest biases (< 4 m s‒1) occurring at Whitefield, 

Springfield, and Manchester. The magnitude of the over-forecast was lower for 

MeanGust, where all locations had bias values of less than 4 m s‒1 (Fig. 3.13a). RMSE 

values for MaxGust and MeanGust ranged from 3.380 m s‒1 to 7.849 m s‒1 (Fig. 3.14 & 

3.15, respectively), but displayed no spatial trend (Fig. 3.12b & Fig. 3.13b, respectively). 

In general, the WRF model simulated stronger winds than those observed (i.e. a 

systematic over-forecast). The strength of the overall correlation for MaxWind10m and 

MeanWind10m is stronger compared to the correlation for MaxGust and MeanGust. 

Model performance was slightly improved for MeanGust over MaxGust. Spatially, 

MaxWind10m and MeanWind10m displayed positive bias values, with the exception of 

southeastern NH. Bias values in this region were negative, but by values smaller than ‒1 

m s‒1. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.4. PSU WRF vs. observed values of maximum wind speed at 10 m (MaxWind10m, 
m s‒1) at each METAR location for (a) rain/wind events, (b) winter events, and (c) all 
events. Linear regression equation and R2 correlations calculated with values from 
KMWN removed (red data points). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.5. As in Fig. 3.4, except for mean wind speed at 10 m (MeanWind10m, m s‒1). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.6. As in Fig. 3.4, except for maximum wind gust at 10 m (MaxGust, m s‒1). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.7. As in Fig. 3.4, except for mean wind gust at 10 m (MeanGust, m s‒1). 
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a) 

    
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.8. Spatial distribution of PSU WRF error of maximum wind speed at 10 m 
(MaxWind10m, m s‒1): (a) Mean bias and (b) RMSE for all events at each METAR 
station. 
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a) 

     
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.9. As in Fig. 3.8, except for mean wind speed at 10 m (MeanWind10m, m s‒1). 
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Fig. 3.10. PSU WRF error of maximum wind speed at 10 m (MaxWind10m, m s‒1): 
Mean bias (red), RMSE (blue), and CRMSE (green) for all events at each METAR 
station (excluding KMWN).  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.11. As in Fig. 3.10, except for mean wind speed at 10 m (MeanWind10m, m s‒1). 
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a) 

    
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.12. As in Fig. 3.8, except for maximum wind gust at 10 m (MaxGust, m s‒1). 
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a) 

  
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.13. As in Fig. 3.8, except for mean wind gust at 10 m (MeanGust, m s‒1). 
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Fig. 3.14. As in Fig. 3.10, except for maximum wind gust at 10 m (MaxGust, m s‒1). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.15. As in Fig. 3.10, except for mean wind gust at 10 m (MeanGust, m s‒1). 
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2) WIND DURATION 

This subsection discusses the results of the WRF‒METAR comparison for all 

Wgt, Cowgt, and Ggt variables, measured in hours. There was a clear over-forecasting 

trend for the Wgt5 variable for all event types, and R-squared values suggest a moderate 

correlation. Winter events had the strongest correlation (R2 = 0.534) compared to 

rain/wind events (R2 = 0.354) and all events (R2 = 0.450) (Fig. 3.16). In general, the 

strength of the correlation weakened for Wgt9 and Wgt13 variables (Fig. 3.17 & 3.18, 

respectively). For Wgt9, data points for rain/wind events were clustered around values 

less than 15, and displayed an R-squared value of 0.133. Winter events (R2 = 0.221) were 

also clustered towards lower values, but displayed more spread. The correlation remained 

weak when the two event types were combined (R2 = 0.172). For Wgt13, rain/wind 

events showed a moderate correlation (R2 = 0.430), but winter events and all events 

showed a weak correlation.  

In terms of spatial trends in error statistics for Wgt variables, there was a general 

tendency for the WRF to produce an over-forecast (i.e., longer duration winds than 

observed). Stations in the southeast region of NH were the only stations to display 

negative bias values. These stations include Manchester and Portsmouth for Wgt5 (Fig. 

3.19a), Manchester, Portsmouth, and Nashua for Wgt9 (Fig. 3.20a), and Nashua for 

Wgt13 (Fig. 3.21a).  Manchester and Portsmouth had mean bias values of 0 for Wgt13. 

The range of mean bias values decreased as the wind threshold increased. Bias values 

ranged from ‒0.36 hrs to 15.8 hrs for Wgt5 (Fig. 3.22), ‒2.16 hrs to 4.16 hrs for Wgt9 

(Fig. 3.23), and ‒0.08 hrs to 0.39 hrs for Wgt13 (Fig. 3.24).  
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RMSE values did not show a spatial trend for Wgt5 (Fig. 3.19b). Jaffrey 

displayed the highest RMSE value of 18.6 hrs. The lowest RMSE values for Wgt9 were 

observed at Springfield, Lebanon, Plymouth, and Whitefield, which are all located in the 

western-northwestern region of NH (Fig. 3.20b). All other stations exceeded this value. 

Again, Jaffrey displayed the highest RMSE value of 6.47 hrs for Wgt9. RMSE values for 

Wgt13 for all stations were 1.87 hrs or less and displayed no spatial trend (Fig. 3.21b). 

 A major difference between Wgt9 and Wgt13 was the magnitude of their error 

statistics. The range of the mean bias, RMSE, and CRMSE for the two variables is shown 

in Table 3.4. Because Wgt13 has a higher wind threshold to satisfy compared to Wgt9, 

Wgt13 contains lower duration values and more zero values. This results in relatively 

lower statistical values. As described previously, the WRF model tends to over-forecast 

the winds. As a result, the WRF will often produce a value for Wgt9 and Wgt13 when the 

observed value is 0.  

Across all simulated events at all stations, observations of the wind exceeding 13 

m s‒1 are rare. The large proportion of zeros inevitably affects the statistical values of 

Wgt9 and Wgt13. This is also the case for the other variables that are calculated 

according to a wind speed threshold, including Cowgt9, Cowgt13, Ggt13, and Ggt17. 

However, for the purpose of having a dataset of sufficient size, the zeros were included in 

statistical calculations. Had the zeros been removed, there are several statistical 

differences worth noting. Using Wgt9 and Wgt13 as a representative sample of variables, 

the zero values were removed and statistical values were recalculated. The results of this 

comparison are shown in Table 3.5. Based on these results, removing the zero values not 
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only decreases the sample size, but it increases the RMSE error. For these reasons, zeros 

were not removed. 

The continuous duration of wind variables were measured across the same three 

thresholds as the duration of wind variables. Similar to Wgt5, Cowgt5 displayed a 

moderate correlation between the WRF simulated and observed values (Fig. 3.25). The 

correlation for winter events produced the highest R-squared value (0.414), followed by 

all events (R2 = 0.368) and rain/wind events (R2 = 0.306). Mean bias values were 

consistently positive at all locations and ranged from 1.12 hrs to 11.96 hrs (Fig. 3.26). 

Bias values did not show a clear spatial trend (Fig. 3.27a). The locations with the highest 

mean bias values were Jaffrey (11.96 hrs) and Laconia (9.83 hrs). RMSE values also 

lacked a spatial trend (Fig. 3.27b). Jaffrey and Laconia had the largest RMSE values of 

15.31 and 12.79, respectively.  

For Cowgt9, there was an overall positive bias, with the exception of Manchester, 

Portsmouth, and Nashua. This was also the case for Cowgt13, but only for Nashua. This 

is the same spatial trend displayed in Wgt9 and Wgt13. Regression analyses, maps of 

mean bias and RMSE values, and bar charts with statistical values for Cowgt9 and 

Cowgt13 are included in Appendix B (Fig. B1–B6). A range of the mean bias, RMSE, 

and CRMSE values for Cowgt9 and Cowgt13 is displayed in Table 3.6. 

 Mean bias, RMSE, and CRMSE values for Cowgt9 and Cowgt13 differed in 

magnitude. The data for these variables is similar to the Wgt9 and Wgt13 data because it 

contains a large proportion of zeros and relatively low non-zero values. This results in 

lower statistical values for the Cowgt13 variable. When data points containing an 
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observed value of 0 were removed, the RMSE increased for both Cowgt9 and Cowgt13 

(Table 3.7). 

 Similar to the duration and continuous duration of wind variables, both Ggt13 and 

Ggt17 were over-forecasted across the state. The tendency of the WRF model to over-

forecast these variables is prominently depicted on each of the three regression analyses 

for Ggt13 (Fig. 3.28). Regression analyses for Ggt17 are included in Appendix B (Fig. 

B7). Ggt13 displays an overall moderate strength correlation, whereas Ggt17 displays an 

overall weak correlation. For both rain/wind events and winter events for Ggt13, the 

WRF shows a systematic bias of approximately 7 hours. All event types for Ggt17 show 

about a 2 hour systematic bias. In both cases, the correlation values are weak as a result 

of the high number of cases for which the WRF forecasts several hours with wind gusts 

exceeding the specified threshold but 0 hours were observed. Variables with a higher 

wind threshold tend to contain more zero or near-zero values, as previously observed in 

the Wgt and Cowgt variable sets. This trend also applies to the Ggt17 variable, which 

recorded relatively lower mean bias and RMSE values compared to Ggt13. A summary 

of the range of statistical values for Ggt13 and Ggt17 is show in Table 3.8. Statistical 

values were calculated for Ggt13 and Ggt17 when zeros were included in the dataset and 

when zeros were removed (Table 3.9). Removing data points where the observed value is 

zero increases the mean bias and RMSE for both Ggt13 and Ggt17. 

There appears to be a spatial difference in mean bias values for Ggt13. 

Specifically, northernmost and westernmost stations (Springfield, VT, Lebanon, 

Plymouth, Whitefield, and Berlin) displayed the lowest bias values (Fig. 3.29a). This is 

also the case for Ggt17, but the magnitudes of the positive bias was lower (Fig. B8). In 
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general, these stations also had the lowest RMSE values for Ggt13 and Ggt17. It appears 

to be a reoccurring trend that Jaffrey Airport has relatively larger error statistics 

compared to other stations for Ggt13 (Fig. 3.29b). Jaffrey displayed the highest mean bias 

(10.32 hrs), RMSE (13.10 hrs), and CRMSE (8.06 hrs) values for the Ggt13 variable 

(Fig. 3.30). The bar chart similar to Fig. 3.30 for Ggt17 is located in Appendix B (Fig. 

B9).  

This analysis of Wgt, Cowgt, and Ggt variables emphasized the tendency of the 

WRF model to over-forecast wind variables. A slight spatial trend appeared among the 

Wgt9, Wgt13, Cowgt9, and Cowgt13. Specifically, stations closest to the coast had 

negative biases, whereas all other locations had positive biases. For the gust variables 

(Ggt13 and Ggt17), the stations with the lowest error values were in the northern and 

western regions of the state. In the future, it is important that WRF model performance 

improves for these variables due to their importance in predicting outages.  
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Table 3.4. Minimum and maximum statistical values for Wgt9 and Wgt13. 
 

 Wgt9 Wgt13 
Min. Max. Min. Max. 

Mean Bias ‒2.16 4.16 ‒0.08 0.39 
RMSE 1.98 6.47 0.20 1.88 
CRMSE 1.94 5.59 0.20 1.84 
 

 

Table 3.5. Mean bias, RMSE, CRMSE, and sample size n of Wgt9 and Wgt13, with and 
without observed METAR values of zero. 
 

 Wgt9 
METAR = 0 included 

Wgt9 
METAR = 0 removed 

Wgt13 
METAR = 0 included 

Wgt13 
METAR = 0 removed 

Mean Bias 0.97 ‒0.03 0.12 ‒1.00 
RMSE 4.18 5.26 0.89 1.13 
CRMSE 4.06 5.26 0.88 0.53 
Count (n) 322 109 322 14 
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Table 3.6. Minimum and maximum statistical values for Cowgt9 and Cowgt13. 
 
 Cowgt9 Cowgt13 

Min. Max. Min. Max. 
Mean Bias ‒0.60 3.28 ‒0.04 0.39 
RMSE 1.00 5.48 0.20 1.88 
CRMSE 0.98 4.43 0.20 1.84 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.7. Mean bias, RMSE, CRMSE, and sample size n of Cowgt9 and Cowgt13, with 
and without observed METAR values of zero. 
 
 Cowgt9 

METAR = 0 included 
Cowgt9 

METAR = 0 removed 
Cowgt13 

METAR = 0 included 
Cowgt13 

METAR = 0 removed 
Mean Bias 1.05 ‒0.86 0.13 ‒0.71 
RMSE 3.35 3.94 0.87 1.13 
CRMSE 3.18 3.86 0.86 0.88 
Count (n) 322 109 322 14 
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Table 3.8. Minimum and maximum statistical values for Ggt9 and Ggt13. 

 Ggt13 Ggt17 
Min. Max. Min. Max. 

Mean Bias 4.48 10.56 1.04 3.44 
RMSE 6.70 13.10 2.65 6.27 
CRMSE 4.98 8.06 2.44 5.34 
 

 

Table 3.9. Mean bias, RMSE, CRMSE, and sample size n of Ggt9 and Ggt13, with and 
without observed METAR values of zero. 
 

 Ggt13 
METAR = 0 included 

Ggt13 
METAR = 0 removed 

Ggt17 
METAR = 0 included 

Ggt17 
METAR = 0 removed 

Mean Bias 7.48 9.19 2.16 2.82 
RMSE 10.21 11.39 4.41 6.05 
CRMSE 6.95 6.73 3.84 5.35 
Count (n) 322 146 322 50 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.16. As in Fig. 3.4, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 (Wgt5, hrs).  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.17. As in Fig. 3.4, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 9 m s‒1 (Wgt9, hrs).  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.18. As in Fig. 3.4, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 (Wgt13, 
hrs).  
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a) 

 
 
b) 

   
 
Fig. 3.19. As in Fig. 3.8, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 (Wgt5, hrs). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.20. As in Fig. 3.8, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 9 m s‒1 (Wgt9, hrs). 
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a) 

  
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.21. As in Fig. 3.8, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 (Wgt13, 
hrs). 
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Fig. 3.22. As in Fig. 3.10, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 (Wgt5, hrs). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.23. As in Fig. 3.10, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 9 m s‒1 (Wgt9, hrs). 
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Fig. 3.24. As in Fig. 3.10, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 (Wgt13, 
hrs). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.25. As in Fig. 3.4, except for continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 
(Cowgt5, hrs).  
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Fig. 3.26. As in Fig. 3.10, except for continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 
(Cowgt5, hrs). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.27. As in Fig. 3.8, except for continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 
(Cowgt5, hrs). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.28. As in Fig. 3.4, except for duration of wind gust at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 (Ggt13, 
hrs). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.29. As in Fig. 3.8, except for duration of wind gust at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 (Ggt13, 
hrs). 
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Fig. 3.30. As in Fig. 3.10, except for duration of wind gust at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 
(Ggt13, hrs). 
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3) PRECIPITATION 

Variables involving precipitation (MaxTotPrec, MaxPreRate, and MeanPreRate) 

showed several statistical similarities when WRF- and METAR-derived values of each 

were compared. An analysis of these variables will allow for the assessment of model 

performance for precipitation across different types of events. Data points for all 

precipitation variables could not be calculated for the Mt. Washington station due to 

missing data. Therefore, this station does not appear in the regression analyses for these 

variables.  

For MaxTotPrec, rain/wind events (R2 = 0.713) showed a much stronger 

relationship compared to winter (R2 = 0.453) and all events (R2 = 0.478) (Fig. 3.31). 

Additionally, MaxTotPrec values for the majority of rain/wind events at all stations 

appear to be under-forecasted. Conversely, values for the majority of winter events 

tended to be over-forecasted. For MaxPreRate, rain/wind events, winter events, and all 

events all displayed a moderate strength relationship between WRF forecasted and 

observed values (Fig. 3.32). Rain/wind events had the strongest R-squared value of the 

three analyses (R2 = 0.591) and displayed an under-forecasting trend. Winter events had 

the weakest R-squared value of the three analyses (R2 = 0.353) and displayed an over-

forecasting trend. Overall, all events had an R-squared value of 0.430. For MeanPreRate, 

the correlation was also the strongest for rain/wind events (R2 = 0.331), but was still 

moderate overall (Fig. 3.33). The strength of the correlation was weak for winter events 

(R2 = 0.139) and all events (R2 = 0.181). For the MeanPreRate variable, there were 

several data points where the observed value was zero while the forecasted value was 

non-zero. This is due to the “4-hour window” technique used to determine the 
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MeanPreRate. All variables involving a mean calculation are computed for the same 4-

hour window during which MaxWind10m is observed. Therefore, it is possible for the 

MeanPreRate to be zero during this time window, even if that was not the case for the 

entire storm. 

 MaxTotPrec displayed no obvious spatial trend in mean bias values (Fig. 3.34a). 

MaxPreRate also lacked a spatial trend in mean bias (Fig. 3.35a). The WRF model over-

forecasted the MaxPreRate at most stations, with the exception of Portsmouth and 

Fryeburg. Mean bias values for all events at these two stations were −0.406 mm hr‒1 and 

−0.158 mm hr‒1, respectively. Mean bias values decreased in magnitude for 

MeanPreRate, and fell within the range of 0.153 mm hr‒1 to 0.751 mm hr‒1 (Fig. 3.36a). 

 RMSE values appeared to be higher in the southeastern portion of the state and 

lower at locations to the north and west for MaxTotPrec and ranged from 9.073 mm hr‒1 

to 20.808 (Fig. 3.34b). There did not appear to be a spatial trend in RMSE for the other 

two precipitation variables. RMSE values range from 1.602 mm hr‒1 to 5.968 mm hr‒1 for 

MaxPreRate (Fig. 3.35b), and 0.467 mm hr‒1 to 3.254 mm hr‒1 for MeanPreRate (Fig. 

3.36b).  Laconia consistently displayed some of the highest RMSE and CRMSE values 

for the three variables across all stations (Fig. 3.37–3.39).  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.31. As in Fig. 3.4, except for maximum total precipitation (MaxTotPrec, mm). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.32. As in Fig. 3.4, except for maximum precipitation rate (MaxPrecRate, mm hr‒1). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.33. As in Fig. 3.4, except for mean precipitation rate (MeanPrecRate, mm hr‒1). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.34. As in Fig. 3.8, except for maximum total precipitation (MaxTotPrec, mm). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.35. As in Fig. 3.8, except for maximum precipitation rate (MaxPrecRate, mm hr‒1). 
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a) 

   
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.36. As in Fig. 3.8, except for mean precipitation rate (MeanPrecRate, mm hr‒1). 
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Fig. 3.37. As in Fig. 3.10, except for maximum total precipitation (MaxTotPrec, mm). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.38. As in Fig. 3.10, except for maximum precipitation rate (MaxPrecRate, mm hr‒

1). 
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Fig. 3.39. As in Fig. 3.10, except for mean precipitation rate (MeanPrecRate, mm hr‒1). 
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4) SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 

Regression analyses for MaxSpecHum revealed a moderate-strong relationship 

between forecasted and observed values. Each of the three event types has a clustered 

appearance, which is caused by similar values recorded during the same event (Fig. 3.40). 

Similar to the precipitation variables, MaxSpecHum values could not be determined for 

Mt. Washington due to the lack of station pressure data. Rain/wind events displayed a 

moderate strength correlation (R2 = 0.585), as did winter events (R2 = 0.497). The overall 

relationship was stronger, with all events having an R-squared value of 0.729. 

MaxSpecHum was one of the few variables to display a consistent under-forecast 

at all stations. However, there were no major spatial differences for mean bias or RMSE 

(Fig. 3.41a & 3.41b). For all events, Portsmouth was the least under-forecasted station 

with a mean bias value of −0.00164 g g-1, and Lebanon was the most under-forecasted 

station with a mean bias value of −0.00265 g g‒1. RMSE values ranged from 0.0031 g g‒1 

to 0.0044 g g‒1 across all locations (Fig. 3.42).  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.40. As in Fig. 3.4, except for maximum specific humidity (MaxSpecHum, g g‒1). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.41. As in Fig. 3.8, except for maximum specific humidity (MaxSpecHum, g g‒1). 
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Fig. 3.42. As in Fig. 3.10, except for maximum specific humidity (MaxSpecHum, g g‒1). 
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5) TEMPERATURE 

 The final two variables analyzed were maximum temperature (MaxTemp) and 

mean temperature (MeanTemp). The relationship between forecasted and observed 

values was strong for MaxTemp (Fig. 3.43). Values from rain/wind events had an R-

squared value of 0.917 and were closely clustered around the y = x line. The correlation 

was also strong for winter events (R2 = 0.765), although the R-squared value was lower 

compared to rain/wind events. MaxTemp values for all events displayed the strongest 

relationship of the three analyses (R2 = 0.929), and was the closest of any OPM variable 

to achieving a 1:1 relationship. MeanTemp also had a strong correlation between 

forecasted and observed values (Fig. 3.44). Rain/wind events displayed a strong 

relationship (R2 = 0.765). Similar to the MaxTemp variable, winter events displayed a 

relatively weaker relationship for MeanTemp compared to rain/wind events. Overall, all 

events displayed a strong relationship between forecasted and observed values (R2 = 

0.832).  

The WRF model under-forecasted MaxTemp by about 1 K. Portsmouth, Nashua, 

and Springfield were exceptions to this trend, and displayed an over-forecast of around 

the same magnitude (Fig. 3.45a). RMSE values fell within the range of 2.024 K–2.839 K 

for all stations (Fig. 3.45b).  RMSE values, in addition to CRMSE values, were of similar 

magnitude for all stations, indicating consistently low prediction error and random error 

(Fig. 3.46). MeanTemp values were under-forecasted by a higher magnitude compared to 

MaxTemp values. Jaffrey, Manchester, and Fryeburg were the most under-forecasted 

stations (Fig. 3.47a). Nashua and Plymouth were the only locations that were over-
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forecasted. There appeared to be no spatial trend in RMSE values (Fig. 3.47b). 

Whitefield and Fryeburg displayed the highest RMSE and CRMSE values (Fig. 3.48). 

Overall, the WRF model performed extremely well in predicting MaxTemp and 

MeanTemp values across the selected events at all locations. Both variables displayed an 

under forecasting trend, but the correlation was strong overall. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.43. As in Fig. 3.4, except for maximum temperature (MaxTemp, K). 
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b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 3.44. As in Fig. 3.4, except for mean temperature (MeanTemp, K). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.45. As in Fig. 3.8, except for maximum temperature (MaxTemp, K). 
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Fig. 3.46. As in Fig. 3.10, except for maximum temperature (MaxTemp, K). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 3.47. As in Fig. 3.8, except for mean temperature (MeanTemp, K). 
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Fig. 3.48. As in Fig. 3.10, except for mean temperature (MeanTemp, K). 
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d. PSU WRF-UConn WRF comparison 

Plymouth State University and the University of Connecticut both computed error 

statistics for each of the 18 OPM variables. Comparing these values will allow major 

differences between the two WRF configurations to be identified, and will establish if the 

PSU WRF model is appropriate for incorporation into the existing OPM.  

Difference values were computed by subtracting the UConn value from the PSU 

value. A positive difference value indicates that the PSU value exceeds the UConn value, 

and vice versa. Overall, differences were relatively small for wind variables (Table 3.10). 

Differences in mean bias values were positive or close to 0, with the exception of the 

MeanGust variable, which was slightly negative (−0.81). RMSE values were larger for 

the gust variables compared to the sustained wind variables. R-squared values were very 

close between the two models, with differences consistently less than ±0.1. 

 A similar comparison was completed for all variables involving precipitation data 

(Table 3.11). Differences in MaxTotPrec and MaxPreRate statistics were consistently 

positive. The exception to this was R-squared values, which were higher for the UConn 

model. For these two variables, PSU had a smaller sample size (279) compared to UConn 

(302). The model comparison statistics for the remaining OPM variables are located in 

Appendix C (Table C1). 

Small differences between the two versions of WRF are desired from a 

practicality standpoint. If the two models produced identical output values, it would not 

be necessary to run both. Based on these results, it appears the PSU WRF configuration 

and the numerical simulations it produces are mostly compatible with the current OPM.  
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Table 3.10. Comparison of statistical values for MaxWind10m, MeanWind10m, 
MaxGust, and MeanGust calculated from PSU and UConn WRF output. UConn values 
from Astitha et al. (2018). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.11. Comparison of statistical values for MaxTotPrec, MaxPreRate, and 
MeanPreRate calculated from PSU and UConn WRF output. 
 

 
  

PSU 
MaxWind 
10m (m/s)

UConn 
MaxWind 
10m (m/s)

Difference 
(MaxWind 

10m)

PSU 
MeanWind 
10m (m/s)

UConn 
MeanWind 
10m (m/s)

Difference 
(MeanWind 

10m)

PSU 
MaxGust 

(m/s)

UConn 
MaxGust 

(m/s)

Difference 
(MaxGust)

PSU 
MeanGust 

(m/s)

UConn 
MeanGust 

(m/s)

Difference 
(MeanGust)

MAE 2.12 1.68 0.44 2.01 1.86 0.15 5.11 4.85 0.26 3.79 3.81 -0.02
Mean Bias 1.13 0.48 0.65 1.48 1.49 -0.01 4.58 4.53 0.05 2.26 3.07 -0.81
RMSE 2.77 1.95 0.82 2.57 1.58 0.99 6.42 3.05 3.37 5.07 2.37 2.70
CRMSE 2.53 1.89 0.64 2.10 0.53 1.57 4.50 3.35 1.15 4.54 1.95 2.59
R-squared 0.39 0.47 -0.08 0.44 0.48 -0.04 0.30 0.26 0.04 0.22 0.28 -0.06
# Obs. 322 325 -3 322 325 -3 273 276 -3 254 276 -22

PSU 
MaxTotPrec 

(mm)

UConn 
MaxTotPrec 

(mm)

Difference 
(MaxTot Prec)

PSU 
MaxPreRate 

(mm/hr)

UConn 
MaxPreRate 

(mm/hr)

Difference 
(MaxPreRate)

PSU 
MeanPreRate 

(mm/hr)

UConn 
MeanPreRate 

(mm/hr)

Difference 
(MeanPreRate)

MAE 9.24 7.58 1.66 2.14 1.77 0.37 0.80 1.31 -0.51
Mean Bias 3.90 -1.52 5.42 0.59 0.06 0.53 0.43 -1.22 1.65
RMSE 14.35 11.16 3.19 3.75 2.67 1.08 1.78 0.90 0.88
CRMSE 13.81 11.05 2.76 3.70 2.67 1.03 1.72 6.52 -4.80
R-squared 0.43 0.6 -0.17 0.39 0.57 -0.18 0.18 0.82 -0.64
# Obs. 279 302 -23 279 302 -23 322 325 -3
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e. Tercile plots 

Several variables were analyzed further to determine if a specific event or events 

influenced the overall forecasting trend (i.e. an over- or under-forecast). Results will be 

discussed for the MeanWind10m, MaxGust, Wgt5, Ggt13, and MaxTotPrec variables. 

The selected set of 25 events was divided into terciles according to the OMS outage 

counts associated with each event. Events in the lower tercile (22–119 outages), middle 

tercile (120–184 outages), and the upper tercile (199–3594) are plotted as a regression 

analysis similar to those in chapter 3 section c.  

The tercile analysis for MeanWind10m displays a cluster of values from events in 

the lower tercile for lower observed values (Fig. 3.49). There also appears to be more 

events from the lower tercile (24) that were under-forecasted for this variable compared 

to events from the upper tercile (19). The highest forecasted values (14–18 m s‒1) were 

for 13 March 2017 and 29 October 2017, which were two of the more extreme events in 

the upper tercile in terms of outages.  

As previously stated, MaxGust displayed a very pronounced over-forecasting 

trend. A tercile analysis reveals that the largest forecasted values (25–35 m s‒1) were 

simulated for events in the middle and upper terciles (Fig. 3.50). Similar to 

MeanWind10m, the events were 13 March 2017 and 29 October 2017, in addition to 10 

January 2016. Events in the lower tercile were also dominantly over-forecasted for 

MaxGust, but the magnitude of the over-forecast was generally lower compared to events 

in the middle and upper terciles. 

The most over-forecasted events for Wgt5 were also in the middle and upper 

terciles (Fig. 3.51). This was also the case for Ggt13 (Fig. 3.52) and MaxTotPrec (Fig. 
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3.53). This result was particularly pronounced for MaxTotPrec, where lower tercile 

events were clustered around lower forecasted and observed values and did not display 

much spread across the y = x line. Although the overall trend for all events was an over-

forecast, middle and upper tercile events displayed more spread on both sides of the y = x 

line compared to lower tercile events, indicating that larger magnitude outage events are 

contributing more to forecasting error for the MaxTotPrec variable. 

Looking specifically at the highest forecasted values for each of the 5 variables 

sampled, it appears that events in the middle and upper terciles are causing the over-

forecasting trend. 
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Fig. 3.49. PSU WRF vs. observed values of mean wind speed at 10 m (MeanWind10m, 
m s‒1) at each METAR location for 25 events by lower tercile (green data points), middle 
tercile (yellow data points), and upper tercile (red data points). 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.50. As in Fig. 3.49, except for maximum wind gust at 10 m (MaxGust, m s‒1). 
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Fig. 3.51. As in Fig. 3.49, except for duration of wind at 10 m above 5 m s‒1 (Wgt5, hrs). 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.52. As in Fig. 3.49, except for duration of wind gust at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 
(Ggt13, hrs). 
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Fig. 3.53. As in Fig. 3.49, except for maximum total precipitation (MaxTotPrec, mm). 
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f. Chapter Summary 

Values of 18 OPM variables were computed using WRF-derived and METAR-

derived data and compared across 25 events and 13 locations. Regression analyses were 

constructed and mean bias, RMSE, and CRMSE were computed for each variable. In 

general, the PSU WRF over-forecasted the OPM wind variables (MaxWind10m, 

MeanWind10m, MaxGust, and MeanGust). The over-forecast was more pronounced for 

winter events compared to rain/wind events and R-squared values were lower for gust 

variables compared to sustained wind variables. Due to this systematic over-forecast, 

wind duration variables (Wgt5, Wgt9, Wgt13, Cowgt5, Cowgt9, Cowgt13, Ggt13, and 

Ggt17) were consequently over-forecasted. Precipitation variables (MaxTotPrec, 

MaxPreRate, and MeanPreRate) displayed a general over-forecast, but the over-forecast 

was more evident for winter events. Rain/wind events appeared to be more under-

forecasted for all three precipitation variables. The PSU WRF generally under-forecasted 

MaxSpecHum, MaxTemp, and MeanTemp. 

 The largest forecasting errors occurred mainly for wind gust variables and 

precipitation variables. In general, the PSU WRF and UConn WRF performed similarly, 

but not identically, across all variables.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. Winter Outage Event Case Studies 

 This purpose of this chapter is to identify winter weather events where both wet 

snow- and wind-related widespread power outages happened concurrently and also to 

show two case studies that illustrate the weather associated with the outages. This 

analysis will attempt to isolate the specific impacts of wet snow from other outage-

producing winter conditions, specifically high winds.  The two events chosen as case 

studies are 9–11 December 2009 and 31 March–2 April 2017. The following three 

subsections outline the criteria used to identify the events, the results of the analysis, and 

a summary. 

a. Overview 

It is hypothesized that wet snow will have a different impact on outages compared 

to winter weather conditions involving drier, lighter snow or high winds. Including 

different types of winter weather-related outage events in the OPM catalog will allow for 

improved model performance across a spectrum of winter conditions. To determine 

which winter weather events fit the criteria for a wet snow event, METAR observations 

were extracted from the Plymouth State University archived surface data meteograms for 

Nashua, Concord, and Berlin. These three stations will act as a representative sample for 

southern, central, and northern NH regions, respectively. Meteograms were examined for 

a sample of the top outage events identified from the 2006–2015 TRUPER dataset, and 

for all events identified from the 2016–2017 OMS dataset.  

Outage events that satisfied a general set of meteorological criteria were defined 

as wet snow-related events. Measureable precipitation (at least 0.01” liquid equivalent) 

had to be recorded at each of the three stations during the event, and events with higher 
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precipitation totals were given priority in the event selection process. A change in 

precipitation type had to be recorded, or the maximum temperature had to approach or 

exceed 0°C while precipitation was occurring. The range of temperatures satisfying these 

criteria was generally ‒1°C or warmer. The presence of these conditions increases the 

likelihood that wet snow occurred. Observed wind gusts greater than 15 m s‒1 also had to 

occur, and events with higher wind gusts were given preference. In terms of the timing of 

these winter weather features, wet snow had to occur before the elevated wind gusts. This 

allowed for the effects of winter precipitation versus wind on outages to be as isolated as 

possible. All considered events are listed in Table 4.1. The two subjectively-chosen 

events that best met the above criteria were 9–11 December 2009 and 31 March–2 April 

2017. 

b. Analysis 

The arrival time of the precipitation and wind components of the storm was 

assessed using a combination of archived products. Each of the events was examined for 

the 72-hour period that best encompassed the peak storm activity.   

1) 9–11 DECEMBER 2009 

This event illustrates how wet snow can produce a major power outage event in 

New Hampshire, as well as how spatial differences in temperature and winds can 

influence regional outages. In this case, a primary low advanced from the Great Lakes 

region and induced a secondary low along the New England coast. Southerly flow and 

warm air advection on the eastern side of the storm provided moisture to the system and 

created an elevated, above-freezing layer over New England, respectively, which had a 

major influence on precipitation type. In New Hampshire, cold air damming (CAD) is 
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more influential on temperature and precipitation types on the eastern side of the White 

Mountains. The depth of the elevated warm layer and the rate at which the low-level cold 

pool erodes will determine if precipitation is liquid or frozen, which could subsequently 

influence outage counts. For this particular storm, New Hampshire experienced about 

12–15 hours of precipitation, occurring from approximately 1000 UTC on 9 December to 

0200 UTC on 10 December. As the secondary low tracks to the northeast, there is 24–36 

hours of elevated west-northwest winds from approximately 1400 UTC on 10 December 

to 2300 UTC on 11 December. During the time of precipitation, 193 TRUPERs were 

issued, with 97 of them being in the Eversource NH northern division. Some stations 

within this northern region experienced a 6–7 hour period of elevated winds during the 

precipitation, which likely contributed to the regional enhancement of outages. During 

the period of more widespread elevated winds following the precipitation, 66 TRUPERs 

were issued during a 48 hour period, with 33 of them being from the northern division. 

An expansive low pressure system with a sea-level pressure of 992 mb was 

centered over Missouri at 0300 UTC on 9 December 2009 downstream of an upper-

tropospheric trough at 300 mb that becomes negatively tilted by 1200 UTC on 9 

December (Fig. 4.1). Interaction between the equatorward entrance region of an upper-

tropospheric jet streak to the north and the poleward exit region of an upper-tropospheric 

jet streak to the south created an area favorable for enhanced upper level divergence. The 

same trough structure appears at 500 mb (Fig. 4.2) and is located upstream from the 

surface low (Fig. 4.3). The low is stacked from the surface through 850 mb (Fig. 4.4). 

Strong warm air advection is also observed at 850 mb, accompanied by a south-southwest 

low-level jet > 60 knots located over the Ohio River Valley. The freezing line at 850 mb 
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remains south of New England as of 1200 UTC on 9 December, but later advances into 

northern New Hampshire at 0000 UTC on 10 December (Fig. 4.5). 

The primary surface low located over the Great Lakes deepens about 14 mb 

during the first 24-hours of the analysis period (0800 UTC on 9 December to 0800 UTC 

on 10 December). The center of the low tracks to the north of New England before it 

begins to weaken during the second 24-hour period (0800 UTC 10 December to 0800 

UTC 11 December). During the second 24-period, a secondary low is induced in the Gulf 

of Maine (Fig. 4.6). Radar imagery indicates that precipitation from this storm arrived at 

about 0900 UTC on 9 December (Fig. 4.7a) and lasted about 12–15 hours, depending on 

the region of the state (Fig. 4.7b). An area of intensified precipitation appears near coastal 

NH at approximately 0000 UTC on 10 December (Fig. 4.7c), likely associated with the 

strengthening secondary low. METAR observations from stations in southern New 

Hampshire reported a snow-to-rain transition, whereas northern stations reported all snow 

with temperatures rising to approximately 0°C (± 1–2°C) by the end of the precipitation 

period. Storm total snow reports from Gray (KGYX), ME were highest in eastern-central 

New Hampshire (Fig. 4.8) 

Rawinsonde observations from KGYX on 10 December illustrate a veering wind 

profile, providing further evidence that an area of warm air advection is present on the 

eastern side of the low. This wind signature is present to some extent during 1200 UTC 

on 9 December (Fig. 4.9), and then becomes more pronounced by 0000 UTC on 10 

December (Fig. 4.10). CAD is visible on the surface analysis during the time of 

precipitation and likely influenced precipitation type (Fig. 4.11). Frozen precipitation 

falling during this time will have melted as it encountered an above freezing layer above 
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the surface, then refroze again by the time it reached the surface. The temperature profile 

on the 0000 UTC sounding remains near-isothermal and below freezing from the surface 

to 850 mb before it exceeds the freezing mark at about 800 mb. The 1200 UTC 10 

December sounding illustrates that the inversion layer is shallower and located at ~950 

mb (Fig. 4.12). The soundings from earlier in the precipitation period are more conducive 

to wet snow and sleet, whereas the 1200 UTC sounding on 10 December more likely 

indicates sleet or freezing rain because the inversion is located closer to ground level. It is 

important to note that the KGYX soundings may not be an accurate representation of 

atmospheric conditions at all locations in New Hampshire, particularly during a CAD 

event. Conditions observed at KGYX are likely more representative of southern and/or 

coastal regions of New Hampshire, where temperatures are relatively warmer. Areas to 

the south and east of the White Mountains have warmer air aloft with colder air dammed 

at the surface, creating a vertical temperature profile conducive to mixed precipitation. 

Northern, inland locations, particularly those on the west-northwest side of the White 

Mountains, will likely not display this temperature profile. 

 As the secondary low and the dissipating primary low tracked to the north of New 

England, a strong pressure gradient developed over New Hampshire (Fig. 4.13). 

Sustained winds were consistently 10–15 kts from the west-southwest and gusted 

upwards of 25–30 kts across the state. These conditions began 6–8 hours after the 

precipitation ended (around 1200–1400Z) on 10 December, and persisted throughout the 

day on 11 December. Based on the relative timing of the precipitation and the onset of 

the winds, it is assumed that the precipitation was the cause of the majority of the 

outages. According to the TRUPER dataset, 193 reports were recorded between 0800 
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UTC on 9 December and 0800 UTC on 10 December (Table 4.2) when wet-heavy snow 

and frozen precipitation were occurring. In the following 24-hours, outages were likely a 

combination of precipitation- and wind-caused, depending on the time the outage 

occurred. From 0800–1400 UTC on 10 December (before onset of increased winds) there 

were 12 TRUPERs, and from 1400 UTC on 10 December to 0800 UTC on 11 December 

there were 32 TRUPERs. There were 22 additional TRUPERs recorded in the following 

24-hour period, during which time little to no precipitation was recorded and sustained 

winds and wind gusts reached their peak values. It is possible that these values are not 

exact outage times, since TRUPERs may not be recorded at the exact time the outage 

occurred. It does appear that high wind speeds contributed to the overall magnitude of 

this outage event, but their impact is relatively small compared to the wet snow-related 

outages that occurred during the first 24-hours of the outage event. 

 Spatially, most of the TRUPERs came from the Eversource NH northern division, 

which includes Lancaster, Berlin, Chocorua, and Tilton (Table 4.3). This regional trend 

remained true across the 3-day analysis period. It is speculated that the track of the storm 

was a major determinant of precipitation type and distribution, and thus determined 

where outages occurred. As the center of the primary low passed to the north, New 

Hampshire was located within the area of strongest warm air advection on the eastern 

side of the storm. Low-level CAD east of the mountains in conjunction with the arrival of 

an elevated warm layer contributed to changes in precipitation type towards the end of 

the wet snow event. Winds south and east of the mountains remained low (5–10 knots 

sustained) as the inversion inhibited downward mixing of momentum. The exceptions to 

this trend are coastal NH stations, specifically Rochester and Portsmouth. Wind gusts 
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reached upwards of 25–35 knots at these stations. As previously mentioned, temperature 

profiles from KGYX indicate CAD, but northern NH was likely not as affected by CAD. 

As a result, northern NH received wet snow for the duration of the storm, whereas 

southern NH received both frozen and liquid precipitation types. Berlin and Whitefield 

reported precipitation type as snow and had surface temperatures approaching or at 0°C 

(±1–2°C) during the time of precipitation. 

Additionally, because CAD did not impact northern NH as strongly (colder 

temperatures at KBML), higher wind speeds from the 850 mb jet were able to mix down 

towards the surface. Berlin reported wind gusts upwards of 25–30 kts during the main 

precipitation period, which was approximately 1200 UTC on 9 December to 0200 UTC 

on 10 December (Fig. 4.14). In general, the other sampled locations away from the coast 

did not experience elevated winds during this time. The primary wind direction was 

southeast, which is typical of downsloping winds at Berlin. Therefore, the primary cause 

of outages across the state was wet snow, but outages during the period of precipitation 

were enhanced to the north and west of the mountains by strong winds. 

2) 31 MARCH – 2 APRIL 2017 

Analysis of this outage event also attempts to isolate the effects of wet snow on 

outages in New Hampshire. Similar to the event discussed previously, this event involves 

a primary low that later induces a secondary, coastal low. Warm air advection coupled 

with a low-level jet enhanced the transport of warm, moist air towards New England and 

influenced precipitation type changes. The precipitation period lasts about 24 hours, 

bringing mixed precipitation followed by elevated winds. However, winds did not 

become elevated during the time of precipitation, as observed in the 2009 case. Relatively 
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lower wind speeds allowed for the effects of wet snow versus winds on power outages to 

as isolated as possible, which was the initial goal when case studies were being identified. 

Lastly, the coastal track of this storm likely influenced spatial differences in weather 

conditions and outages. 

During the morning hours of 31 March 2017, a low pressure system located over 

the Ohio River Valley tracked eastward (Fig. 4.15). The equatorward entrance region of a 

jet streak located to the north of New England created a region of enhanced upper level 

divergence (Fig. 4.16). A 500 mb trough provides additional forcing for rising motion by 

creating a region of positive vorticity advection and upper level divergence downstream 

(Fig. 4.17). A strong region of warm air advection at 850 mb located on the eastern side 

of the low contributed to the formation of an elevated warm layer, creating a vertical 

temperature profile conducive to mixed precipitation. A low level jet also appears in the 

same region as the warm air advection, further enhancing the transport of warm, moist air 

from the south towards New England (Fig. 4.18). The strongest region of the jet is 

located over southern New England, with maximum winds > 40–50 knots from the south-

southeast. 

The secondary, coastal low appears on surface analysis as of 0000 UTC on 1 

April (Fig. 4.19) and continues to track northeast towards New England through 1200 

UTC on 1 April (Fig. 4.20). The low only deepened by about 6 mb between 0500 UTC 

on 1 April to 0500 UTC on 2 April as it tracked offshore, creating a relatively weak 

pressure gradient over New Hampshire (Fig. 4.21). As a result, sustained winds did not 

exceed 10 knots during the time of heaviest precipitation on 1 April. Radar imagery 

indicates that precipitation arrives in southern NH beginning on 1500 UTC on March 31 
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(Fig. 4.22a). Beginning at about 0000 UTC on 1 April, several precipitation bands appear 

near the border of NH and MA and gradually propagate eastward through this area for the 

next 6–10 hours (Fig. 4.22b). By 2100 UTC on April 1, precipitation ceases for most of 

NH (Fig. 4.22c). Based on station meteograms, stations in central-southern NH, including 

Plymouth, Lebanon, Springfield, VT, and Manchester, reported periods of snow, ice 

pellets, and rain, and drizzle. All other locations reported snow, but had temperatures 

approaching or exceeding 0°C (±1–3°C) for the duration of the precipitation period. 

Storm total snowfall was highest in the southeastern-central region of the state (Fig. 

4.23). 

Soundings from KGYX illustrate several signatures of a CAD event. Prior to the 

arrival of the precipitation at about 1500 UTC on 31 March, temperatures were below 

freezing at all levels (Fig. 4.24a). As the bulk of the precipitation traverses NH, 

temperatures at 850 mb approach but do not exceed 0°C, as indicated on both the 0000 

UTC and 1200 UTC soundings from 1 April (Fig. 4.24b & c). Again, it is important to 

acknowledge that the conditions observed at KGYX are more representative of warmer, 

coastal areas of ME and NH. Most areas of northern NH likely received snow-wet snow 

for the duration of this event and did not experience a changeover to liquid precipitation, 

as many other southern NH locations did. Precipitation type information from Berlin and 

Whitefield meteograms on 1 April supports this assessment. Environmental conditions 

were therefore more favorable for wet snow. Had the temperature profile exceeded 0°C 

aloft, conditions would have favored sleet, freezing rain, or liquid precipitation types, in 

addition to the possibility of wet snow. 
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 In summary, it was determined that the majority of the wet snow occurred 

between 0500 UTC on 1 April and 0500 UTC on 2 April 2017 with light winds. 

Therefore, outages that occurred during this window can likely be attributed to the wet 

snow as opposed to winds. Winds were the likely cause of outages that incurred after 

0500 UTC on 2 April, which was about 6 hours after precipitation ended. The highest 

wind gusts were reported from Nashua, Manchester, Rochester, Plymouth, Lebanon, and 

Springfield, VT and were predominantly westerly-northwesterly.  Sustained winds 

reached 10–15 knots and gusted to 20–25 knots for these stations. This order of events 

provides further evidence of CAD. As the precipitation moves past the region early on 2 

April, the surface cold pool begins to erode, thereby eliminating the inversion and 

allowing higher wind speeds from the westerly 850 mb jet to mix down towards the 

surface (Fig. 4.25).  

Both TRUPER and OMS counts were available for this event. The majority of 

these outages were reported between 0500 UTC on 1 April and 0500 UTC on 2 April 

(Table 4.4). Spatially, more outages were reported from Eversource NH western, central, 

and eastern divisions (Table 4.5). Synoptic features of this storm, combined with local 

environmental conditions, were likely major determinants of the spatial distribution of 

power outages. Because the center of the surface low remained offshore for the duration 

of the storm, northern NH was beyond the area of peak outage impacts, which was 

located primarily in the central area of the state. According to station meteograms, 

Concord had the highest daily precipitation totals on 1 April as well as the highest total 

precipitation for the event. This trend supports the assumption that the magnitude of an 

outage event is directly related to storm precipitation totals for wet snow. However, 
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northern regions still experienced some outages due to wet snow because temperatures 

remained at about 0°C (±1–3°C) during 1 April and sufficient moisture was present. 

Nashua had lower precipitation totals than Concord and reported rain during the early 

morning hours on 2 April, which likely minimized outages due to wet snow in southern 

NH. The eastern division includes outage reports from Rochester, Portsmouth, and 

Epping. These regions were most likely impacted by the snowbands observed on radar 

imagery on 1 April, which could have led to an increased number of outages compared to 

if the bands had not been present.  

c. Summary 

The two events chosen for this case study analysis generally met the desired 

criteria for a wet snow-related power outage event. While both cases shared certain 

meteorological features, they also possessed several differences that allowed for a 

comprehensive assessment of how wet snow influences the magnitude of outage events. 

The 9–11 December 2009 case was more complicated because northern NH displayed 

elevated wind gusts during the time of precipitation, making it difficult to attribute a 

specific period of outages to either wet snow or winds. However, this event more 

adequately met the other meteorological criteria for a wet snow event compared to the 

other outage events that were considered. The period of combined wet snow and winds 

during this event also illustrated how winds can produce additional outages in one or 

more Eversource service territory divisions while the entire state is experiencing outages 

due to wet snow. The outage event on 31 March–2 April 2017 did not have elevated wind 

gusts during the period of wet snow, but still displayed regional differences in outages. 

Similar to the 2009 case, the 2017 case involved a coastal secondary low. In 2017, the 
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low was located farther offshore, whereas in 2009 the low was located adjacent to the 

Maine coast. The 2009 case and the 2017 case were both similar in terms of magnitude of 

outages over the three-day analysis period (259 vs. 250 TRUPERs, respectively). The 

2017 case had a longer precipitation period, while the 2009 case had higher sustained 

winds and wind gusts following the precipitation period. CAD strongly influenced 

precipitation type at most stations for both events, depending on the station’s latitude and 

its location relative to the White Mountains. Performing a similar analysis for additional 

events will allow for the nuances of wet snow events and their relationship to power 

outages to be identified. Further analysis will also determine which wet snow events are 

fit for incorporation into the OPM event catalog.  
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Table 4.1. Winter events considered for the wet snow case study analysis. Precipitation 
types reported were snow (SN), sleet/ice pellets (IP), freezing rain (FZRA) and rain (RA). 
 
Event Date/Time Event Type Reported Precip Types 
2006-01-15-12 Winter SN FZRA RA 
2007-01-15-12 Winter SN FZRA 
2007-03-02-12 Winter SN FZRA RA 
2007-04-05-12 Winter SN RA 
2008-02-13-12 Winter SN FZRA RA 
2008-02-26-18 Winter SN RA 
2008-03-28-18 Winter SN RA 
2008-12-12-00 Winter SN FZRA RA 
2009-02-23-00 Winter SN RA 
2009-12-09-12 Winter SN RA 
2010-01-18-06 Winter SN RA 
2010-02-24-12 Winter SN RA 
2010-02-27-12 Winter SN RA 
2010-12-27-12 Winter SN RA 
2011-04-01-18 Winter SN RA 
2011-10-29-18 Winter SN RA 
2011-11-23-12 Winter SN RA 
2012-03-01-12 Winter SN 
2013-02-24-12 Winter SN RA 
2013-12-29-18 Winter SN RA 
2014-11-26-18 Winter SN RA 
2016-01-10-18 Winter SN RA 
2016-01-13-00 Winter SN RA 
2016-02-04-18 Winter SN RA 
2016-04-02-12 Winter SN RA 
2016-12-14-18 Winter SN RA 
2016-12-29-00 Winter SN RA 
2017-02-09-00 Winter SN IP FZRA RA 
2017-02-12-00 Winter SN 
2017-03-08-06 Winter RA 
2017-03-13-18 Winter SN 
2017-03-31-00 Winter SN IP RA 
2017-12-09-06 Winter SN RA 
2017-12-12-06 Winter SN FZRA RA 
2017-12-23-00 Winter SN IP FZRA RA 
2017-12-25-00 Winter SN RA 
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Table 4.2. TRUPER counts for three, 24-hour time periods for the 9–11 December 2009 
winter outage event. 
 

Start date End date Total TRUPERs 
12/9/09 3:00 AM 12/10/09 2:59 AM 193 
12/10/09 3:00 AM 12/11/09 2:59 AM 44 
12/11/09 3:00 AM 12/12/09 2:59 AM 22 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.3. Spatial distribution of TRUPERs for the 9–11 December 2009 winter outage 
event during three, 24-hour time periods. 
 

Division Day 1  
0800 UTC 9 Dec– 
0800 UTC 10 Dec 

Day 2  
0800 UTC 10 Dec– 
0800 UTC 11 Dec 

Day 3  
0800 UTC 11 Dec– 
0800 UTC 12 Dec 

Total 

NH NORTHERN 97 23 10 130 
NH EASTERN 34 8 3 45 
NH WESTERN 31 2 3 36 
NH CENTRAL 13 9 5 27 

NH SOUTHERN 18 2 1 21 
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Table 4.4. Total OMS and TRUPER counts for three, 24-hour time periods for the 31 
March–2 April 2017 winter outage event. 
 

Start date End date Total OMS outages Total TRUPERs 
3/31/17 1:00 AM 4/1/17 12:59 AM 14 14 
4/1/17 1:00 AM 4/2/17 12:59 AM 209 217 
4/2/17 1:00 AM 4/3/17 12:59 AM 19 19 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5. Spatial distribution of OMS outages for the 31 March – 2 April 2017 winter 
outage event during three, 24-hour time periods. 
 

Division Day 1  
0500 UTC 31 Mar– 

0500 UTC 1 Apr 

Day 2  
0500 UTC 1 Apr– 
0500 UTC 2 Apr 

Day 3  
0500 UTC 2 Apr– 
0500 UTC 3 Apr 

Total 

NH EASTERN 6 64 7 77 
NH WESTERN 2 54 5 61 
NH CENTRAL 3 43 5 51 

NH NORTHERN 0 44 2 46 
NH SOUTHERN 3 4 0 7 
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Fig. 4.1. Upper air plot (1200 UTC analysis on 9 December 2009) with contoured heights 
(dam) and shaded temperatures (°C) at 300 mb from the Plymouth State Weather Center 
archive. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.2. Same as Fig. 4.1, but for 500 mb.  
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Fig. 4.3. WPC surface analysis from 1200 UTC on 9 December 2009. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.4. Same as Fig. 4.1, but for 850 mb.  
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Fig. 4.5. Same as Fig. 4.1, but for the 0000 UTC analysis on 10 December 2009 at 850 
mb. 
   
 

    
 
Fig. 4.6. WPC surface analysis from 0000 UTC on 10 December 2009. 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 4.7. Radar imagery from the UCAR image archive during approximately (a) 0900 
UTC on 9 December 2009 (b) 1500 UTC on 9 December 2009, and (c) 0000 UTC on 10 
December 2009. 
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Fig. 4.8. Storm total snowfall for New Hampshire during the 9–11 December 2009 case 
study. Snow reports retrieved from archived PNS reports from Iowa State University 
(https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/wx/afos/list.phtml?source=KGYX&day=10&month=1
2&year=2009). 
 
 
 
 

https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/wx/afos/list.phtml?source=KGYX&day=10&month=12&year=2009
https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/wx/afos/list.phtml?source=KGYX&day=10&month=12&year=2009
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Fig. 4.9. KGYX Sounding from 1200 UTC on 9 December 2009. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.10. KGYX sounding from 0000 UTC on 10 December 2009. 
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Fig. 4.11. WPC surface analysis from 2100 UTC on 9 December 2009, indicating CAD 
over NH. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.12. KGYX sounding from 1200 UTC on 10 December 2009. 
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Fig. 4.13. WPC surface analysis from 1200 UTC on 11 December 2009. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.14. Meteogram for Berlin airport from 0000 UTC 9 December 2009 to 2300 UTC 
on 9 December 2009 from the Plymouth State Weather Center archive. 
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Fig. 4.15. WPC surface analysis from 1200 UTC on 31 March 2017. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.16. Upper air plots (0000 UTC analysis on 1 April 2017) with contoured heights 
(dam) and shaded temperatures (°C) at 250 mb from the Plymouth State Weather Center 
archive. 
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Fig. 4.17. Same as Fig. 4.16, but for 500 mb. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.18. Same as Fig. 4.16, but for 850 mb. 
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Fig. 4.19. WPC surface analysis from 0000 UTC on 1 April 2017. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.20. WPC surface analysis from 1200 UTC on 1 April 2017. 
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Fig. 4.21. WPC surface analysis from 0000 UTC on 2 April 2017. 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 4.22. Radar imagery from the UCAR image archive during approximately (a) 1500 
UTC on 31 March 2017 (b) 0600 UTC on 1 April 2017, and (c) 2100 UTC on 1 April 
2017. 
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Fig. 4.23. Storm total snowfall for New Hampshire during the 31 March–2 April 2017 
case study. Snow reports retrieved from archived PNS reports from Iowa State University 
(https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/wx/afos/list.phtml?source=GYX&year=2017&month=
4&day=1&year2=2019&month2=3&day2=14&view=grid&order=asc). 
 
  

https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/wx/afos/list.phtml?source=GYX&year=2017&month=4&day=1&year2=2019&month2=3&day2=14&view=grid&order=asc
https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/wx/afos/list.phtml?source=GYX&year=2017&month=4&day=1&year2=2019&month2=3&day2=14&view=grid&order=asc
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c) 

 
 
Fig. 4.24. KGYX soundings from (a) 1200 UTC on 31 March 2017, (b) 0000 UTC on 1 
April 2017, and (c) 1200 UTC on 1 April 2017. 
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Fig. 4.25. Upper air plot (0000 UTC analysis on 2 April 2017) with contoured heights 
(dam) and shaded temperatures (°C) at 850 mb from the Plymouth State Weather Center 
archive. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. Discussion and conclusions  

The final chapter includes a summary of the project goals and methods previously 

discussed as well as possible sources of error that may have influenced the results of this 

project. The chapter also includes possible future directions for this study. 

a. Project summary 

This project had several initial goals that would allow for improvements on the 

current OPM and for the establishment of outage forecasting abilities for additional 

Eversource NH territories. Each objective was met and provided insight for future 

directions of the project. The initial stages of this researched involved an in depth 

exploration of the TRUPER data set. A subset of the top 5% of outages between the years 

of 2006 and 2015 was examined in order to determine the most impactful outage events 

of this era. The dominant weather conditions for each of these dates using NCEI Daily 

Summaries were used to determine the event type (rain/wind event or winter event). This 

subset of events will be considered for future incorporation into the OPM event catalog.  

A comparison of recent outage events (2016–2017) was also performed in order 

to establish a relationship between the TRUPER counts and the current OMS. The 

statistical relationship between the two datasets will allow OMS-equivalent outage counts 

to be identified for the older events, thereby making inclusion of these events into the 

OPM catalog easier. Overall, the relationship across all events for total outages was 

strong (R2 = 0.997). 

WRF model numerical simulations of both past and future events are key 

components of the OPM. Both PSU and UConn individually ran two similar WRF 
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configurations for a set of 25 outage events occurring from 2016 to 2017. The purpose of 

this phase of the project was to determine if the PSU configuration is compatible with the 

current OPM and if the model demonstrates good forecast skill for each of the variables 

across all regions of NH. Each WRF simulation produced a value for each of the 18 OPM 

variables at the grid point closest to each of the 14 stations. These values were compared 

to METAR-derived values at the same locations. This enabled model performance to be 

assessed for both WRF configurations. Error statistics, specifically mean bias and RMSE, 

were used to quantitatively assess model performance for each variable. These two 

statistics were plotted using GIS to analyze any spatial trends in forecasting error for each 

variable. Regression analyses were also performed for rain/wind events, winter events, 

and all events. Variables displaying the largest errors were several wind gust variables 

and the precipitation variables. Overall, both the PSU and UConn WRF configurations 

performed similarly across most variables. As a result, PSU WRF simulations may be 

used to the force the OPM for the Eversource NH domain. 

Determining the influence of winter weather on power outage events was a major 

objective of this study, specifically how outage impacts due to wet snow and ice can 

differ in severity compared to other winter precipitation types. Two case studies were 

analyzed in order to determine the effects of wet snow on the spatial and temporal 

distribution of power outages. The 9–11 December 2009 case represents a storm where 

wet snow was the primary cause of outages, but outages were regionally enhanced by 

winds during the time of wet snow. The 31 March–2 April 2017 case also displayed 

regional differences in outages, but the period of precipitation and period of elevated 

winds occurred several hours apart, allowing the outages to be more clearly attributed to 
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either the wet snow or the winds. These two events were fit for comparison due to 

similarities in structure and the magnitude of outages produced. CAD influenced the 

precipitation type during both events to some extent. Examining additional cases 

involving wet snow and icing will allow for the nuanced effects of winter precipitation on 

power outages to be better understood. 

b. Sources of error 

Although a numerical correlation was established between TRUPER and OMS 

outage counts during 2016–2017, there is still some uncertainty regarding the relationship 

between the datasets. This is due mainly to ambiguities about start and end times of first 

and second day outages. In order to determine the correlation between OMS and 

TRUPER counts, the event start date was used to identify the starting point for first day 

outage counts and second day outages. This method assumes outage counts based on 

UTC time, even though TRUPERs are issued in EST. Using this method results in a 

strong relationship between OMS and TRUPER total outage counts for all events (R2 = 

0.997). However, the datasets were not identical. It is possible that TRUPER reports were 

not maintained fully during 2016 and onwards because TRUPERs were no longer the 

primary method of reporting outages.  

From a modelling standpoint, different parameterization schemes will affect the 

WRF output values and thus the results. For example, certain boundary layer 

parameterization schemes may be better suited for storms occurring during a specific 

time of year. The YSU scheme has shown greater skill in simulating deep vertical mixing 

in buoyant environments as compared to other schemes like the MRF (Cohen at al., 

2015). Under windier conditions, the YSU tends to produce shallower mixing. As a 
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result, this scheme may be better suited for simulating summer rain/wind events with 

deeper PBLs rather than winter events.  An alternative scheme that produces less mixing, 

such as the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ), could produce more accurate variable output 

for winter events.  

Taking meteorological measurements at a single point may not always completely 

reflect conditions at the station. To ensure a more representative value, a weighted 

average of the WRF-derived value of each OPM variable could be calculated using 

several points near to each station. This technique could prove particularly useful for 

precipitation variables, which can often display large variabilities across a small area.  

c. Future work 

In order to improve power outage forecasting for winter events, it is necessary to 

develop several additional OPM variables that will fully assess the impacts of winter 

storms. Such variables may include total accumulated snowfall, wet bulb temperature 

(Tw), hours of snowfall, and hours of freezing rain or ice pellets. Some of these variables 

could also be combined to examine their cumulative effect on winter weather-related 

power outages. For example, total snow accumulation while Tw is within a certain range 

may help to more quantitatively identify events involving wet snow. Similarly, 

calculating the number of hours of freezing rain or ice pellets while Tw is within a certain 

range may help determine if Tw can be used to distinguish between precipitation types. 

Specifically, it would be useful to examine precipitation type and duration when Tw is 

between 30–35°F (~ ‒1–2°C). Total duration of precipitation and hours of continuous 

precipitation will also be valuable in assessing the cause of outages in a winter outage 

event. The use of snow water equivalent (SWE) as well as snow-to-liquid ratio as 
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indicators of wet, heavy snow will also be investigated further. Once the winter variables 

are identified, WRF simulations of the previously identified winter outage events can be 

rerun for these variables. Additional winter events will also be identified and simulated. 

In order to successfully model a range of storm types of varying magnitudes, 

multiple OPMs may become necessary. The proposed revisions to the model would 

create separate OPMs for 1) rain/wind events, 2) thunderstorms, 3) winter events, and 4) 

hurricanes and tropical storms, i.e. extreme events. The current OPM has been shown to 

both over- and under-predict outages during events involving wet snow and icing. Future 

work will involve identifying more of these types of events to expand the event catalog. 

Improving storm and outage forecasts for extreme events will also depend on the extent 

of the historical event database. For this purpose, further exploration of the TRUPER 

dataset becomes essential in identifying historical outage events. Additionally, combining 

both the PSU and UConn WRF configurations will likely result in an improved 

forecasting product and using information from both versions will reduce random errors. 

Further exploration into all aspects of the OPM will result in improved outage modelling 

capabilities.  
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APPENDIX A 

Outage Events Used in TRUPER-OMS Comparison 

 

 The following appendix contains event dates and simulation start times for the 

95th percentile of daily outage counts identified from the TRUPER dataset from 2006–

2015 (Table A1). The selected outage events from 2016–2017 that were used to generate 

the TRUPER-OMS regression analyses are also included (Table A2).  

 

Table A1. Simulation times for the 95th percentile of daily TRUPER counts (2006–2015). 
Event Date/Time and Simulation Start Date/Time are given in YYYY-MM-DD-HH 
format. 
 

Event Date/Time Simulation Start Date/Time Event Type 
2006-01-18-12 2006-01-17-12 Rain/Wind 
2006-01-21-18 2006-01-20-18 Rain/Wind 
2006-02-17-12 2006-02-16-12 Rain/Wind 
2006-06-01-18 2006-06-01-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-06-19-18 2006-06-19-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-07-11-12 2006-07-11-00 Rain/Wind 
2006-07-18-18 2006-07-18-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-07-28-18 2006-07-28-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-08-02-18 2006-08-02-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-09-24-18 2006-09-24-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-10-20-18 2006-10-20-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-10-28-18 2006-10-28-06 Rain/Wind 
2006-12-01-18 2006-12-01-06 Rain/Wind 
2007-04-16-00 2007-04-15-12 Rain/Wind 
2007-06-05-18 2007-06-05-06 Rain/Wind 
2007-06-27-18 2007-06-27-06 Rain/Wind 
2007-07-06-12 2007-07-06-00 Rain/Wind 
2007-07-09-18 2007-07-09-06 Rain/Wind 
2007-07-15-12 2007-07-15-00 Rain/Wind 
2007-08-16-18 2007-08-16-06 Rain/Wind 
2007-08-25-12 2007-08-25-00 Rain/Wind 
2007-09-27-12 2007-09-27-00 Rain/Wind 
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2007-12-01-12 2007-11-30-12 Rain/Wind 
2008-01-09-18 2008-01-08-18 Rain/Wind 
2008-03-09-06 2008-03-08-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-03-21-12 2008-03-20-12 Rain/Wind 
2008-04-02-06 2008-04-01-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-06-10-18 2008-06-10-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-06-22-12 2008-06-22-00 Rain/Wind 
2008-06-23-12 2008-06-23-00 Rain/Wind 
2008-07-18-18 2008-07-18-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-07-19-12 2008-07-19-00 Rain/Wind 
2008-07-20-18 2008-07-20-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-07-24-12 2008-07-24-00 Rain/Wind 
2008-07-27-12 2008-07-27-00 Rain/Wind 
2008-09-07-06 2008-09-06-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-09-15-06 2008-09-14-06 Rain/Wind 
2008-10-26-00 2008-10-25-00 Rain/Wind 
2008-11-16-12 2008-11-15-12 Rain/Wind 
2008-11-25-12 2008-11-24-12 Rain/Wind 
2008-12-15-18 2008-12-14-18 Rain/Wind 
2008-12-25-06 2008-12-24-06 Rain/Wind 
2009-04-28-18 2009-04-27-18 Rain/Wind 
2009-05-31-18 2009-05-31-06 Rain/Wind 
2009-08-21-12 2009-08-21-00 Rain/Wind 
2009-10-07-12 2009-10-07-00 Rain/Wind 
2009-10-31-18 2009-10-30-18 Rain/Wind 
2009-11-28-12 2009-11-27-12 Rain/Wind 
2009-12-03-12 2009-12-02-12 Rain/Wind 
2010-01-25-18 2010-01-24-18 Rain/Wind 
2010-02-26-00 2010-02-25-12 Rain/Wind 
2010-03-14-18 2010-03-13-18 Rain/Wind 
2010-04-28-18 2010-04-28-06 Rain/Wind 
2010-04-29-12 2010-04-28-12 Rain/Wind 
2010-05-04-12 2010-05-04-00 Rain/Wind 
2010-05-06-12 2010-05-05-12 Rain/Wind 
2010-05-26-18 2010-05-26-06 Rain/Wind 
2010-06-24-12 2010-06-24-00 Rain/Wind 
2010-07-06-12 2010-07-06-00 Rain/Wind 
2010-07-19-18 2010-07-19-06 Rain/Wind 
2010-10-01-00 2010-09-30-00 Rain/Wind 
2010-10-15-12 2010-10-15-00 Rain/Wind 
2010-11-08-00 2010-11-07-12 Rain/Wind 
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2010-11-18-00 2010-11-17-00 Rain/Wind 
2010-11-24-12 2010-11-23-12 Rain/Wind 
2010-12-01-18 2010-11-30-18 Rain/Wind 
2011-02-19-00 2011-02-18-00 Rain/Wind 
2011-03-07-12 2011-03-06-12 Rain/Wind 
2011-03-18-12 2011-03-17-12 Rain/Wind 
2011-04-21-12 2011-04-20-12 Rain/Wind 
2011-05-27-12 2011-05-27-00 Rain/Wind 
2011-06-09-12 2011-06-09-00 Rain/Wind 
2011-08-21-18 2011-08-21-06 Rain/Wind 
2011-08-28-12 2011-08-27-12 Rain/Wind 
2011-12-08-06 2011-12-07-06 Rain/Wind 
2012-01-18-06 2012-01-17-06 Rain/Wind 
2012-01-27-18 2012-01-26-18 Rain/Wind 
2012-02-25-12 2012-02-24-12 Rain/Wind 
2012-05-29-12 2012-05-29-00 Rain/Wind 
2012-07-04-18 2012-07-04-06 Rain/Wind 
2012-07-17-18 2012-07-17-06 Rain/Wind 
2012-07-24-12 2012-07-24-00 Rain/Wind 
2012-08-04-12 2012-08-04-00 Rain/Wind 
2012-08-05-12 2012-08-05-00 Rain/Wind 
2012-09-08-12 2012-09-08-00 Rain/Wind 
2012-09-18-18 2012-09-17-18 Rain/Wind 
2012-10-29-18 2012-10-28-18 Rain/Wind 
2012-12-21-12 2012-12-20-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-01-20-12 2013-01-19-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-01-31-12 2013-01-30-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-05-26-12 2013-05-25-00 Rain/Wind 
2013-06-02-12 2013-06-02-00 Rain/Wind 
2013-06-24-12 2013-06-24-00 Rain/Wind 
2013-07-18-00 2013-07-17-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-07-20-00 2013-07-19-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-09-11-18 2013-09-11-06 Rain/Wind 
2013-09-12-12 2013-09-12-00 Rain/Wind 
2013-10-07-18 2013-10-06-18 Rain/Wind 
2013-11-01-12 2013-10-31-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-11-24-12 2013-11-23-12 Rain/Wind 
2013-11-27-12 2013-11-26-12 Rain/Wind 
2014-04-14-12 2014-04-14-00 Rain/Wind 
2014-04-24-12 2014-04-23-12 Rain/Wind 
2014-07-02-12 2014-07-02-00 Rain/Wind 
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2014-07-03-18 2014-07-03-06 Rain/Wind 
2014-07-04-18 2014-07-03-18 Rain/Wind 
2014-07-28-18 2014-07-28-06 Rain/Wind 
2014-08-13-18 2014-08-13-06 Rain/Wind 
2014-10-08-12 2014-10-07-12 Rain/Wind 
2014-10-23-06 2014-10-22-18 Rain/Wind 
2014-11-02-12 2014-11-01-12 Rain/Wind 
2015-01-05-12 2015-01-04-12 Rain/Wind 
2015-03-17-18 2015-03-16-18 Rain/Wind 
2015-05-27-12 2015-05-27-00 Rain/Wind 
2015-05-28-12 2015-05-28-00 Rain/Wind 
2015-06-28-12 2015-06-27-12 Rain/Wind 
2015-07-19-18 2015-07-19-06 Rain/Wind 
2015-08-03-18 2015-08-03-06 Rain/Wind 
2015-08-25-12 2015-08-25-00 Rain/Wind 
2015-09-30-18 2015-09-29-18 Rain/Wind 
2015-10-29-12 2015-10-28-12 Rain/Wind 

Event Date/Time Simulation Start Date/Time Event Type 
2006-01-15-12 2006-01-14-12 Winter 
2007-01-15-12 2007-01-15-00 Winter 
2007-03-02-12 2007-03-02-00 Winter 
2007-04-05-12 2007-04-04-12 Winter 
2008-02-13-12 2008-02-12-12 Winter 
2008-02-26-18 2008-02-26-06 Winter 
2008-03-28-18 2008-03-27-18 Winter 
2008-12-12-00 2008-12-11-00 Winter 
2008-12-17-18 2008-12-16-18 Winter 
2008-12-19-18 2008-12-18-18 Winter 
2008-12-21-18 2008-12-20-18 Winter 
2009-02-23-00 2009-02-22-00 Winter 
2009-12-09-12 2009-12-08-12 Winter 
2010-01-18-06 2010-01-17-06 Winter 
2010-02-24-12 2010-02-23-12 Winter 
2010-02-27-12 2010-02-26-12 Winter 
2010-12-27-12 2010-12-26-12 Winter 
2011-04-01-18 2011-03-31-18 Winter 
2011-10-29-18 2011-10-29-00 Winter 
2011-11-23-12 2011-11-22-12 Winter 
2012-03-01-12 2012-02-29-12 Winter 
2013-02-24-12 2013-02-23-12 Winter 
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Table A2. Selected events used in the TRUPER-OMS comparison. Event Date/Time and 
Simulation Start Date/Time are given in YYYY-MM-DD-HH format. 
 

Event Date/Time Simulation Start Date/Time Event Type 
2016-01-10-06 2016-01-09-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-02-03-00 2016-02-02-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-02-16-00 2016-02-15-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-02-23-00 2016-02-22-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-03-01-00 2016-02-29-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-03-17-06 2016-03-16-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-03-29-00 2016-03-28-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-03-31-00 2016-03-30-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-04-07-00 2016-04-06-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-05-16-00 2016-05-15-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-06-05-12 2016-06-05-00 Rain/Wind 
2016-06-08-00 2016-06-07-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-06-12-06 2016-06-11-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-07-21-06 2016-07-20-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-08-17-06 2016-08-16-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-08-22-06 2016-08-21-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-09-07-06 2016-09-06-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-09-14-12 2016-09-14-00 Rain/Wind 
2016-10-10-06 2016-10-09-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-10-18-06 2016-10-17-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-10-27-06 2016-10-26-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-10-31-06 2016-10-30-18 Rain/Wind 
2016-11-11-12 2016-11-11-00 Rain/Wind 
2016-11-17-12 2016-11-17-00 Rain/Wind 
2016-12-25-00 2016-12-24-12 Rain/Wind 
2016-12-27-00 2016-12-26-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-01-05-00 2017-01-04-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-01-11-00 2017-01-10-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-01-13-00 2017-01-12-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-04-10-12 2017-04-10-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-04-29-12 2017-04-29-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-05-05-12 2017-05-05-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-05-13-06 2017-05-12-18 Rain/Wind 
2017-05-15-12 2017-05-15-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-06-02-00 2017-06-01-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-06-05-12 2017-06-05-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-06-23-12 2017-06-23-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-07-10-12 2017-07-10-00 Rain/Wind 
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2017-07-20-12 2017-07-20-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-07-24-00 2017-07-23-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-08-18-06 2017-08-17-18 Rain/Wind 
2017-09-03-00 2017-09-02-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-09-05-12 2017-09-05-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-09-20-12 2017-09-20-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-10-09-00 2017-10-08-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-10-15-06 2017-10-14-18 Rain/Wind 
2017-10-24-00 2017-10-23-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-10-29-12 2017-10-29-00 Rain/Wind 
2017-11-06-06 2017-11-05-18 Rain/Wind 
2017-11-10-00 2017-11-09-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-11-16-06 2017-11-15-18 Rain/Wind 
2017-11-19-00 2017-11-18-12 Rain/Wind 
2017-11-26-06 2017-11-25-18 Rain/Wind 
2017-12-05-00 2017-12-04-12 Rain/Wind 

Event Date/Time Simulation Start Date/Time Event Type 
2016-01-10-18 2016-01-10-06 Winter 
2016-01-13-00 2016-01-12-12 Winter 
2016-02-04-18 2016-02-04-06 Winter 
2016-04-02-12 2016-04-02-00 Winter 
2016-12-14-18 2016-12-14-06 Winter 
2016-12-29-00 2016-12-28-12 Winter 
2017-02-09-00 2017-02-08-12 Winter 
2017-02-12-00 2017-02-11-12 Winter 
2017-03-08-06 2017-03-07-18 Winter 
2017-03-13-18 2017-03-13-06 Winter 
2017-03-31-00 2017-03-30-12 Winter 
2017-12-09-06 2017-12-08-18 Winter 
2017-12-12-06 2017-12-11-18 Winter 
2017-12-23-00 2017-12-22-12 Winter 
2017-12-25-00 2017-12-24-12 Winter 
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APPENDIX B 

Additional Regression Analyses and Error Maps from PSU WRF Analysis 

 

 The following appendix contains regression analyses of PSU WRF vs. observed 

(METAR) values of OPM variables for rain/wind events, winter events, and all events, 

maps displaying the spatial distribution of PSU WRF error (mean bias and RMSE), and 

bar charts displaying PSU WRF error (mean bias, RMSE, and CRMSE) for all events for 

OPM variables not included in chapter 3 section c. 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
c) 

 
 
Fig. B1. PSU WRF vs. observed values of continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 9 
m s‒1 (Cowgt9, hrs) at each METAR location for (a) rain/wind events, (b) winter events, 
and (c) all events. Linear regression equation and R2 correlations calculated with values 
from KMWN removed (red data points). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. B2. As in Fig. B1, except for the continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 
(Cowgt13, hrs). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. B3. Spatial distribution of PSU WRF error of continuous duration of wind at 10 m 
above 9 m s‒1 (Cowgt9, hrs): (a) Mean bias and (b) RMSE for all events at each METAR 
station. 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. B4. As in Fig. B3, except for continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 
(Cowgt13, hrs). 
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Fig. B5. PSU WRF error of continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 9 m s‒1 (Cowgt9, 
hrs): Mean bias (red), RMSE (blue), and CRMSE (green) for all events at each METAR 
station (excluding KMWN).  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. B6. As in Fig. B5, except for continuous duration of wind at 10 m above 13 m s‒1 
(Cowgt13, hrs). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 
Fig. B7. As in Fig. B1, except for the duration of wind gust at 10 m above 17 m s‒1 
(Ggt17, hrs). 
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Fig. B8. As in Fig. B3, except for duration of wind gust at 10 m above 17 m s‒1 (Ggt17, 
hrs). 
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Fig. B9. As in Fig. B5, except for duration of wind gust at 10 m above 17 m s‒1 (Ggt17, 
hrs). 
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APPENDIX C 

PSU-UConn WRF Analysis Comparison Statistics 

 

 The following appendix contains the statistics used in the comparison between 

the PSU and UConn WRF configurations for the OPM variables not included in 

chapter 3 section d. 

 
Table C1. Comparison of statistical values for all Wgt, Cowgt, and Ggt variables 
calculated from PSU and UConn WRF output. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

MAE

PSU Wgt5 
(hrs)

UConn 
Wgt5 
(hrs)

Difference 
(Wgt5)

PSU Wgt9 
(hrs)

UConn 
Wgt9 
(hrs)

Difference 
(Wgt9)

PSU Wgt13 
(hrs)

UConn 
Wgt13 
(hrs)

Difference 
(Wgt13)

Mean Bias 7.50 9.04 -1.54 2.23 1.90 0.33 0.21 0.18 0.03
RMSE 6.17 8.29 -2.12 0.97 1.32 -0.35 0.12 0.12 0.00
CRMSE 10.08 6.16 3.92 4.18 2.04 2.14 0.89 0.35 0.54
R-squared 7.97 5.55 2.42 4.06 1.56 2.50 0.88 0.33 0.55
# Obs. 0.45 0.38 0.07 0.17 0.25 -0.08 0.11 0.06 0.05

322 325 -3 322 325 -3 322 325 -3

PSU 
Cowgt5 

(hrs)

UConn 
Cowgt5 

(hrs)

Difference 
(Cowgt5)

PSU 
Cowgt9 

(hrs)

UConn 
Cowgt9 

(hrs)

Difference 
(Cowgt9)

PSU 
Cowgt13 

(hrs)

UConn 
Cowgt13 

(hrs)

Difference 
(Cowgt13)

MAE 5.85 8.07 -2.22 1.68 1.72 -0.04 0.21 0.17 0.04
Mean Bias 4.81 7.73 -2.92 1.05 1.36 -0.31 0.13 0.11 0.02
RMSE 8.35 4.00 4.35 3.35 1.35 2.00 0.87 0.30 0.57
CRMSE 6.82 6.61 0.21 3.18 0.19 2.99 0.86 0.28 0.58
R-squared 0.37 0.31 0.06 0.16 0.18 -0.02 0.09 0.06 0.03
# Obs. 322 325 -3 322 325 -3 322 325 -3

MAE

PSU 
Ggt13 
(hrs)

UConn 
Ggt13 
(hrs)

Difference 
(Ggt13)

PSU 
Ggt17 
(hrs)

UConn 
Ggt17 
(hrs)

Difference 
(Ggt17)

Mean Bias 7.58 10.65 -3.07 2.30 2.90 -0.60
RMSE 7.48 10.59 -3.11 2.16 2.77 -0.61
CRMSE 10.21 3.00 7.21 4.41 0.80 3.61
R-squared 6.95 10.16 -3.21 3.84 2.66 1.18
# Obs. 0.32 0.16 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.01

322 325 -3 322 325 -3
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